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Holland City News.
4.
s

YOL. XII.— NO.
I

$tw.

Holland #ittj

HOLLAND,

VAN PUTTEN,Wm., Dealer in

Drugs, Medl*
clnes.Painte,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.VAiDiHBiBe'sFamlly Medicines;River St.

_

runltoN.

OFFICE: VAN LANDBGEND’8 BLOCK.

CO., Dealers In all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Toys, Collins, Picture Frames.etc.:River street.

A

_______

EYBK, BROUWER A

—

ivl

ROGERS.

Onsral Stalin.

Editor and PubUthir.

VAN PUTTBN

year

1.50 per

G„ A SONS., Genera) Dealers
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hate
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

V

Terms of Sabecrlptioa:
1

if paid in advance; $1,75 if

paid at three months, and $2.00 if

¥

paid

HtUlt,

rtlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Proprietors.The only first-classHotel in the

at sic months.

JOB PRIHTIHS Promptly til Neatly Eiecntei

city. Is locatedin the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel. Holland,
10-ly

Mich.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

pHCENIX HOTEL.

One aquare of ten

^1d®J'^r0(jJie®h,PjJ,pr,de,orJ'

lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
25 cents for each subsequent has good facultiesfor the travelingpublic^ amPits
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodation of guests. Holland, Mich.
8 M. | 6 M. | It.
firit insertion,and

I

5 00
............... 850
800
.................. 5 00
................ 8 00 10 00
Column ................. 10 00 17 00
.................. 17 00 25 00
................. 25 00 40 00

Square ..

8
10
17
85
40
65

”
”
u “
2
3

1 ”

00
00
eo
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
lines,

annum,

$2.00 per

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttont charge for subscribers.

Or

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X.before the Subscriber’sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signifies

that no paper will be continued after date.

mrjTQ DA DffD may be fonnd on at Qeo.
inlO riinjtvp. Rowell A Co's Newsfile

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8t.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

YORK.

•

Chicago ft West Michigan Eailway.

Chicago.
Nl’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.
to

I

p.m. a. ni.

a.

920 11

11020

1882.

12,

TOWNS.

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

a.

m.

50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

10 40 10 05 12 08 East Saagatuck

3 05 7 80

500

10 55 10 25 12 20 ....Richmond...2 55 7 15 4 45

1

12 00 12 05

55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 50 3 55

12 25 12 50 1 10

.....

Bangor. ...

2

00 5 15 3 35

50 3 25 2 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 3 15 2 10

1

140

2 05

45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

3 30 6 15 3 50 ..New Buffalo..' 11 40 1 00 11 55
7 30

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00

•• ••

a. in. p.

m.

p.

m.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be reliedon. Holland,
8-ly

©

Mich.

• • • •

9 10

a. ra. a. ra. p.

QOONE

m.

5 20 •8 15 3 25
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Additional ^oral

ordered Issued on the City Tresanrer for the several

ROMBYN

_

V

Tv

O

Cigar.

45-8w.

Michigan.

m

We

CL

dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- (price considered) they cannot be excelled
ketstreet.Office one door west of Van Kaalte’s
boot and shoe store. Office boors from 8 a. m. to in Quality, Flavor or Uniformity, and we
m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.

m.

.VMy

warrant them absolutely pure. £.

Lever-

blankets, prostrate themselves
For the Holland City Hew.

No. 1. What

Yankee pillows. The bedbugs are

if Alooholf

&

O

From Grd. Rapids attend

to ‘•calls.”

to Holland.

ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;

*m.

*fl

...Holland ..... 11 45 9 10

office at

GraafrchapViljage,Allegan county,

Mich. Officehours from 18

15 9 55 4 05 ....Grandville...u eo 7 10 9 05

to ‘Ip.

m.

26-ly.

PhJtsgrtpitr.

___

ITIGGINS,

XX

Jmlry.

the chemist and ask him to analyze it.

There's a Limit to Everything"There, isn’t that just too provoking for

anything,”exclaimed Mrs. Smiffkini

will apply his tests and, if pure, tell
the substauce is

a compound

Ha

you

of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen by certain definite
REYMAN, OTPO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and throwing aside the paper with a look of
On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market angry disappointment. "It’s always the proportions, expressed by chemical symHolland2:30 and arrivesin Grand Rapids :10 a. m. and Eighth Street.
bols, C 2 H 5 O. More fully in 100 parts
way though; I never get interested in a
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
1X7YKIIUYSKN'H., dealer in Watches, Clocks, newspaper article unless it ends up with of pure alcohol the per centage Is:
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Carbon ................
52 67
From Holland
From Muskegon;
Cedar streets,Holland,
24-ly.
"Blank & Co. 'a soft soap cure for billlous- Hydrogen ..............................
,.... 12 90
Muskegon.
to Hollano.
m. p.m.

4

6 00 .... 12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

12

20

tongs. We repair to Yankee wasbstands,

pour water from Yankee pitchers into

9

i....

5

6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysbarg... 2 30 9 0<* 8 35

soap; then use Yankee towels and Yankee
tooth brushes.

Mich.

t

10 8 40

6 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40

Y'ankee bowls, sod wash with Yankee

Next we march to a
Yankee bureau, stand before a Yankee
glass, and use Yankee combs, Yankee
Oxygen ............
84 48
ness or some other patent medicine adverbrushes, Yankee powder, Yankee cologne
Total ..................................
100 00 in Yankee bottles.We sit down in a
tisement.” Now that sort of advertising
jfreietitf.
Now these three elements in differing Yankee chair to a Yankee table, covered
is all wrong. Mrs. Bmilfkins would never
have been vexed had she read Dr. proportions form various substances, some with Yankee cloth, Yankee knives and
X. 0. of o. p.
Swayne’s ten line notice of his Ointment of which we use for food. But alcohol forks, Yankee dishes, and fed upon
Holland City Lodge, No. 198. Independen Order
differs from them in two remarkable par- Yankee food. We call for Yankee toothof Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd for skin diseases.
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onToesdayEveuing
ticulars, which we shall have occasion to picks, seize Yankee hats Irom Yankee
of each week
Is your hair turning gray and gradually
Vlsitlngbrothers
arecordlally invited
notice more at large farther on. It burns racks, turn the key to a Yankee lock,
M. Hamuxoton, N.O.
fallingout? Hall’s Hair Renewer will rewith a clear, smokeless flame and is, open a Yankee door, enter a Yankee
William Bumoabtbl, It. 8. *
store it to its original color, and stimulate
therefore, used when it ia necessary to buggy, seize the Yankee reins to a Yankee
the follicles to produce a new and luxuravoid a. deposit of lampblack, as by harness,and repair to ouf place of busir. ft a. k.
RuouLAnCommunicatlonof Uhitt Lodob. iant growth. It also cleanses the scalp, chemists and jewellers. Again, it has a ness, and spend the day in trading on

W

m. p. m. a. ra.
p.m. a.m. p.m.
15 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland. ... 3 25 10 4> tO 40

20

1

D

to
_

12

Yankee pans, and use Yankee shovels, and

«. in. a. ra. p. ra.

1

a.

the

only things not made by Yankee bands

Go to your druggist and aak for an ounce
and imported from- the land of the
of Alcohol. He will give you a small
Yankees. On rising in the morning we
P. 8. Bear in mind that our goods are
quantity of a clear, tramparent liquid,
tread
Yankee carpets, stumble over
not glazed, colored, or adulteratedin any
having a slightly pungent odor. Taste it.
Yankee chairs and solas, build a fire with
way, shape, or form, which process is alThe sensation is very biting or burning,
Yankee coal taken from Yankee scutlles,
ways against the interestof the consumer.
like that of Cayenne pepper. Take it to
in Yankee grates, catch the ashes in

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallory opposite this office.
Watohtt tad

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45

on Yankee

mattresses,and lay their heads upon

Physician and Burgeon; ing
Co. Importers, Jobbers and
office at the drag store of BcbepersA BchipRoasters
of
Coflee, Baltimore, Md.
burst: is prepared at all limes, day or night, to

5 57 9 90 3 52 ..Hudsonville... 11 15 7 40 9 25

a. ra. a.

otf.

Holland, Mich., Febraary18, 1888.
The liquid will then be bottled and ready
The Common Councilmet porsoant to adloorn(Correctedevery Thursday by E. J. Harriagton.) ment and waa called to order oy the Mayor/
for use, What uae, and why this labor
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Ter
Apples, * bushel ................. $ 75
100
spent
to destroy a useful aubataoce, ingar*
Beaus, <p bushel ................ 1 50
1 75 Vree, Benkema, Williams, Winter, Kramer, Knlte,
and
tbo Clerk.
The
resultant
moat surely be something of
gutter,® lb ....................
» The minutesof the last two meeting were read
Eggs,p doxen ..................... 80
28
equal or greater use. Ah! the aecret must
and approved.
Harrington appeared during the readOnions. V bnshel. ................
W ingAlderman
come out. Like Banquo't ghost, It will
of the minutesand took his seat.
Potatoes, fl bnshel ................
50
not down. The concoction it beat likened
rirmoNe and accounts.
Crain, read, Xtc.
Professor Charles Scott petitioned the Council -to the cauldron of the witches in Macbeth
(Corrected every Thursday by W. II. Beach.)
that rubbish and obstructions in Ninth street, bo
Bnckwheat, f) bnshel ............. it 75 tween Cedar and Fish streetsbe removcd.-Petl- whose weird chants is echoed by broken
Bran. A 100 t>s ....................<tfi W» tlon accepted and placed on file.
bearte and ruined iivea:
Barley, p 100 lb .....................
190
The following bills were presented for payment:
Double, doubls toll and trouble.
Clover seed, » lb ..................f 7 25
Fire, burn ; and Cauldron, bubble.
Corn Meal P 100 lbs... ...........
180 P. A E. Winter, blacksmlttlng for fire dep't $12 00
E. E. Annls, painting ladders
1 00
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
60
The alcohol is a toxicant and the object
Boot A Kramer , paid 8 poor orders ......... 7 50
Floor, fl brl ........................ it 5 26
M. Tubergen,7 weeks rent to Mrs. Juff.r. . 8 50
Fine Corn Meal ® HO lbs .........
1 60
of
this putrifying proceass Is simply to
H. Vaupell.il cords wood for dty poor ..... 19 28
Feed, • ton ....................... 28 00
H. Boone,
•*
.....
15 75 develops an intoxicating beverage. Now,
” *100 lb ..................... 1 80 Mr. Leenhuls, teaming 9 cords
180
Hoy. * ton .......................
8 00 f 10 00
—Allowedand warrants orderedIssned on the there are many of these toxicants,opium,
Middling, * 100 lb ...............£t 1 >0
City Treasurer for the several amounts.
Indian hemp, hashish, tobacco, chloroOats. JB bushel ......................
40
Alderman Koldsema appearedand took his seat.
Pearl Barley, * 100 lb ............... & 6 00
form, ether, etc., and alcohol adds anasrorrs or stamdins oommutcbs.
Rye * bush .....................
50
Timothy Seed, * bushel ..........
1 75
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the other to the list. Our word, intoxicate,
Wheat, white * bushel ............
1 00 semi-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor
comes from the Latin toxieum, which
.............
1 02 and said cotnmlitoe, recommending $87.80 for the
LapcasterRed, |1 bushel....
105 support of the poor, for the two weeks ending means "poison." Bo here Is simply the
March 7. 1888. and having extendedtemporaryaid
to the amount of $10.— Approved end warrants birth of a new poison. The man who

_

5 85 8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55

6

reached the pioper stage, or in other

__

OCHIPHORST,L.

a. in.

576.

Salt Stablti.

in., ar

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a ra. a.m. p. ra.

aid

VAN

12

leavingwnicago o 10 p.
land 2:23 Sunday morning.;
ier,

NO.

hall drink the liquid will bo poisoned. If
amounts.
he driuk much, be will be poisonedmuch ;
Ripoara or sblbct oommitim.
THAT HACKING COUGH can be »o quickly The Select Committee, on remittingtaxes *of if little, little. Either way, he will he
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
by Shiloh’s Cure. We guaranteeIt. Sold Mra Jedeke and Mre Ailing, reported against reiJ andbarnonMarket street. Everythingfirst- cured
poisoned. This Is the affirmativeof science
mitting taxes.
by D. R. Mecnga.
class.
TbeBelect Committee on Building reported plans
and not an alcohol-maker or alcoholWILL YOU SUFFER with Dyapepslaand Liver and specificationsfor Engine House and Connell
TJAVERKATE, G. j., Livery and Boarding Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltallrer Is guaranteed to Rooms.
drinker in the land can gainsay it. The
XI stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
The Council took a recess often minutes. After
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
drinker may “feel good,” grow jovial and
recces all the members present:
Hold.
On motion of AJd. Harrington,the report waa
8LEELPE8SNIGHTS, made miserable by that
merry, the powers of the mind be stimuand plans and spdemcatlonsadopted.
VTTBBELINK, j. U., Livery and Sale Stable; terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure Is the remedy for accepted
On Motion of Aid. Harrington, the Mayor and lated so that for the time he becomes more
you.
Sold
by
D.
R.
Meengs.
II Ninth street, near Market.
Clerk were instructedto advertisefor bids, In the
Mtat Karkttt.
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath Holland City Nxws and Grand Rapids Eagle witty and brilliant than usual. None the
secured by Shtloh’a catarrh Remedy. Price, 50 newspapers,by the following yeas and nays,to wit: less Is he a poisoned man, and theae are
Yeas: Ter Vree, Harrington, Benkema, Kramer,
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
VUITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
and Reldsema.
only the signs that the poison is working
JV vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.
FOR LAME BACK, Side or Chest use Shiloh’s
Nays: Williams, Winter, sod Knlte.
in his system.
Porona Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
OONNUMIOATXOVS FROM CITY OWCKRI.
ITANDERHAAR, h-» Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Meengs.
T.
BECK.
The
Clerk
reported
that
the
leaae
of
conncll
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Holland,
February 2fl, 1888.
rooms
expired
on
the
20th
day
of
Febraary,
1888,
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
and twine; 8th street.
sold by ns on a guarantee. It cures consumption. that the lease of rooms for Colnmblr. fire engine
company No. 2, expired on the ftth day of FebruSold by D. R. Meengs.
Manfeotoltt.mill. Bkopi, lie.
The Yankee In the South.
ary, 1881 and that the Insurance on cityballdings
and propertyexpired February 81, 1888, that he
SHILOH’S
VITALIZER
Is
what
you
need
for
DAUBLS, VAN PUTTBN A CO., Proprietors
had bad the Insurancerenewed, anbjectto the
The impressionstill obtains that the
of Hugger MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dixalncss and approval of the common couucll,that on the 2!st
all sympions of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
Southern people cherish such a deadly
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
day
of
Febraary
he
had
Issued
a
warrant
on
the
per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
city treasurer for $25, In favor of E. Van der Veeu hatred to Yankees that they will neither
BAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements
and Machinery,oor. River and Ninth Street.
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchllla for rent of council rooms, and on the 88th day of
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. Sold by February he had Issued a warrant on the city smell, taste, touch, nor handle anything
treasurer for $87.50, In favor of R. Kanters,for
VLTILUS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and D. R. Meengs.
reut of Columbia fire engine company rooms.— contaminatedby Yankee bands. This is
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorApproved.
a most egregious error. The Southern
10th and River streets.
Smoke Improved Punch, a Five Cent On motion of Alderman Harrington, Alderman
Winter was appointed to see Mr. Kanters in re- people love the Yankee, and they show
Vottrr Fubliot.
DR. WM. VAN PUTTEN,
gard to the city retaining the rooms now used by
Local Agent. Columbia fire company.
this affection in a thousanddifferentways.
OTEGBNGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
Aid. Williams retired.
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
When they retire at night, they unbutton
On motion of Aid. Kramer,the chslrmsn of the
notice. Office ai his residenceNew Holland,
Important
to Ooffee Drinkers.
Yankee
buttons,to Yankee made coats,
Com.
on
Ways
and
Means,
and
the
chairman
of
»-ly
Com. on Fire Departmeutwith the City Attor- wslscoats, pantaloons, shirts, and drawers.
We beg again to call the attentionof our the
ney, were appointed to draw up suitable plans and
Pkjticlau.
many friends and patrons to our roasted propositions in regard to water works and submit They pull off Yankee boots with Yankee
the same to the common council at their next
nEST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
boot Jacks and divest their feet of Yankee
X> found ip bis office, on River street, next door coflees, which have gained auch wide- meeting.
Conncll adjourned to We<tae><lay, 7:80 p. in., socks. They march to Yankee bedsteads,
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.
spread popularity throughout the country
March 7,1888.
GEO. U. 8IPP,
Clerk.
turn down Yankee coverleti,Yankee
claim that
V REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Rssi- during the past year.
Limy

A

From Chicago*
to Holland.
Mix- Nl’i
Mall.
ed. Exp.

From Holland

OOOTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

V

|ail loads.

Taking Effect^ Sunday Nov.

WHOLE

Pro&noo.Eto.

tness.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
H.

1883.

ly rotted, the gas will have passed

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

3,

[omcuL.l
Common Connell-

Our Market?

V

WEEKLY-^ W8PAPER,

A

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

--

-

.

r

7 25 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... l 00 6 15 8 00

m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

to

p.

m.

a. in.

p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH*

Allegan.

From Holland

From Alleganto
Holland.
a. ra. p. m.
a.m. p. m.
•10 45 8 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 45 •5 45
11 251

8 49

11 25

,

191. F. A A. M.. will be held at MasuilcHal)
Hand, Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
at 7 »’ clock, sharp.
.

O.

5 10
L.

11 85

00

11 07

ble

and harmlessdressing.

Bbbtmar. W.M.

Born.tfie’v.

A Card.

4 55

4 15

10 58

4 15

Old Berkshire Mills, )
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882. J

To

all

who

iumeM

i

are suffering from the errors

much so that Yankee industry. The South is rich iu
the strongest fourth-proof alcohol, after resources, but our people are so fond of
being repeatedlydistilled, contains from the Yankees that they lavish their wealth

strong affinity for water, so

10 to 25 per cent water.

upon Yankee enterprise.

Whence is this liquid obtained f Like
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakThe possibilitiesof Electricity are apwater,
does it bubble up in foun........
Allegan
........
12 45 4 40
10 30 8 30
p. m. p.m.
a. m. p.m.
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., tains and springs, condense snd fall in parently boundless, and almost every day
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
this town for the past aeventeen years, and
* Mixed trains.
showers or sparkle as dew on grass and brings forth some new invention for Its apfree of charge. This great rebtedy was
t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sun- in oar employ for fifteen, and in all theae
trees? None of these. It exists nowhere in plicationto useful purposes. One of the
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
discovered by a missionary in South
years he baa been a good and respected
nature. It Is the product solely of srt latest of these is the Portable Electric
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
citizen of the town and commnnity. .He
and man's device. Follow me to the cider Lighter, which la now manufactured in
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
Hiwtfirt). . baa bad some chronic disease to oar knowlpress, the brewer’svat, the wine still. Boston and which is exhibited at No. 22
2S-ly
edge for moat of the time, bat now claimi D, New York
Yonder liquid expressed from apples, Water Street This Is in effects small
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
Attmsyi.
For Bill Heads, Letter Heads, Note grapes, barley, is undergoing a chemical chemical battery, occupying a space of
Chab. O. Browns, Pret’l.
Heid^Statemen’j,Tsgs, Envelopes,Cards, change tinder the influence of the air at a five square inches and weighing bat five
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agaot, Attorneyand
XL Notary Public; KiversUretn.
[The wonderful case referredto above snd sll other Job Printing, in theHollsnd certain temperature and artificial aids, as pounds with all its fittings. By pressing
la published in another column and will
end English languages, promptly and I# shown by its fermentationor efferves- upon a knob the current is produced, a
M° Leppl g’s^B^ k,RGraLnd ^Id^MlchiJtan! prove of great valne to thousands of onr
cence. This change is converting the strip of platinum la cheated to Incandeneatly executed at thla office.
Business in Kent, Otuwa and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended
9-ly
readers.— Ed.]
sugar in the Joteee of the fruit and the scence and light instantaneous.This can
3oc& A&vlcs.
u tweet wort" of the malt, Into about be carried from room to room and placed
OsmaiailmKsrekait.
Important to Trmlon.
Yon will prevent and care the greater equal portions of carbonic acid gas and npoo the desk or the table. At a slight
T>BaCH, W. H. Commission Merchant,and
Special inducements are offeied yon by
dealer in Grain. Flour anfi Produce.Highpartoftheills that afflictmankind in tbla alcohol. The former being lighter than additional expense H can be so arranged
est market price paid for wheat. Ofleo la Brick the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay yon to
store cor Eighth ft Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
or any section,if yon keep your stomach, water, rises to the surface and collects in as to ring an alarm or signal ball, or to
read their advertisementto be found elsemyriads of minute bubbels forming a light gas in any part of the bonse. The
where in tbla
52— ly liver and kidneys in perfect working order.
Srufi sad IMUsm.
thick
scum. In the depths below, the contrivancela novel, simple, convenient
Tkfflt is no medicine known that does this
rhUESBURG, J. O. Dealer In Drags and Medlalcohol
Is formed and held in solution by and cheap. Tha price of the lighter
claes. Paints and Oils. Brashes, Ac. PhyWhy Waloome.
as sorely as Parker’s Ginger Tonic. It
12 00

f

4

eradicates dandruff, and is a most agreea-

City.

to.

/

D

(sane.

U

•I

clans prescriptions carefully pat

Vf BENGS,

ap. Eighth st.

What makes

Floreeton Colonge wel-

will keep

yoor

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drugs, Medcome on every lady’s toilet table is its last- give yon good health al little
IcInes.FaneyQoods,Toilet ArtlclesandPerother column.
fumerlea. Riven trset.
ing fragrance and rich, flowery order.

Jl

These two new substances are varies from $8 to $10 with various gttachcoat. See thus the result of the decay or putrifics- meats, address,Portable Electric Light
tlon of the sugar. When the process has Co., No. 22 Water street, Boston, Has.

blood rich and pure,

and

the. water.

S'

•' •

^

ll»Ilai|(l

4'ia

$

nuriduo of the estate (roes to a grandson runnin
ling between New York and Charleston,
bearing the same name.
burnied at the -last-named city. The loss k
nated at #200,1100
#200,000 on the vessel and #70,
#70,estimated

dispatch of Fob. 22
Toothache may be speedily ended by
000 on the cargo. The crew escaped. ....
the seventeenth victim of the The bondholders of tho defunct city of the application of a small bit of cotton
New York school-house horror had died, nud Memphis met In a Baltimore boriking-house safcrated with ammonia to the defeotstfverfd others were not expected to recover. and agreed with renreRentatitb citizens tv wtooth. d- \

cent

fundlfll debts at SOper

|

lx a Boston court, J. C. Knowles obTme emigratjpri of uepves
tained judgment for #2,000 against a saloon
North
CarolhnrtoArkansas hos^ro^h to
keeper for selling liquor to a young son of
the plaintiff,from whii ch
' he btxnune Intoxisuch proportions that the Legislatureof tho
cated.
former State has boon urged to apply rememeasures.... Ellis i raft, one of the
At Milford, Moss., tlio other day, dial
fiends who participated in the outrage and
thirteen childrenwere thrown from n murder of the (Siblmns family at Ashland,
double Qpmef,' which stiudk a ;tr$e; and Kyi iu December. ISSN was found guilty pf
mifrdir, und'ffcntcuieii tdueathJ ' 7l fv.
nearly all wejfe picked up unconscious.The
names of the maimed are: Mamie Murray,
Mu. J. S. Rhodes, his wife and two
leg broken, amputation necessary; Edwin
children, and two men, whose mimes jire
Hogan, leg broken tnternanjnijurod; Lewis
Crane and While Hickey; badly bruised, in- not given, were drowned at Wolf island,
ternally injured; Lucy Gleason, severe in- near Cairo, by the upsetting of a hiuall Ixmt
juries to legs and baok; Man- Doherty,
AT^EFT.ohabt.E tra'g^dv was enacted
badly Injured on face tuid head — The lac- UijWe mllo3 ,wlow
Helena, Ark. J. II.
idty seats In tho chapel at Dartmouth <’<d
lege were recently larded,and many Sopho- iant has suveiity-ttvepenitentiary convicts
more* have been miKpended for refuting to employed on the levee below the city. It
give the names of the offenders.
Jeera.sthey made arrangepients Ui capture
Rev. Dr. Chadbourne died in New the guunl mid escape. One of the convicts
wa< working, spading dirt, near a guard
York the other day. He wue President of He knocked tho guard down. The other
the Mawaphusettfl Agricultural College oonvi 'is then rushed upon the othor
and for three years was in charge of the guards. At this lime Gant cumo 'upon
University of Wisconsin. He served u term the seeue, riding n horwr He tired r.t the
in the Senate of Massachusetts, and in IMi'.t convicts, but, woing tiumiArined, turned nud
made an exploring tour of Greenland ..... retreuti*d,when one of the convicts tired,the
____________
______
Hatch
A Peters,______
stock
brokers at New York. load passing through bis body and killing

XLVnTH CONGRESS.
Afteb six weeks of oonsideratlon,the Senate passed its Tariff bill at 3 o'clock on the 30th

hwjV. NctbDU* remembered ^ o|^ Senators as
having consumed an equal amount of time,
he hill finallypassed by a handsome majority
—42 to 13. Mr. Mitchell, of Pennsylvania,was
the-onl^itepubhcanwho TOted against it, but

r .

colleague,
Don Cameron, had not the tatter been paired.

'

A

•

/nfiej.ajid

appear.
Remedy for

him

hud

The golden wedding

of John HotYman and wife was celebrated at Meudota,
11L One thousandguests were present, and
forty-eightmembers of the family gathered
aoout
the venerablecouple to witness the
tho day. 'Hie bill waa practically completed
.Citizens of TeDersburg,
It was ddded that the limit of repair* to be made second marriage.
to old wooden vesselsshould bo 20 per cent, ol
Ind., hanged a negro named Williamsfor
the oost of new vessels of the same size and ma- an outrage upon, a white woman ____
terial. Republicanmembore of the Benate held Samuel J. Medill, managing editor of tin
a caucus at which it was informally agreed
take up the Shipping, Pension and Bankamine and report upon the methods of improving tho navigation of the Mississippi river below

.

.

for the next two

begin the building of three steel cruisers

was

dispatch-boat.The

Utah
and

discussed without action,

Legislative,Exeontivo

and

bill

the
Judicial

Appropriationbill was rei»ortcd from the committee by Mr. Allison. In the House, the Senate
amendmentsto the Army ApproprUtiou and the
FortificationAppropriationbills were non -concurred in. and conferencecommittees

The

were

Sundry

appointed.
Civil
Appropriation bill was completed in committee
of the whole, and reported to the House. Amendments were adopted prohibiting any lease of the
YeBowstone National Park, and authorizing the
Becretary of War to detail troops to prevent
trespassing.

.

was employed all the members ol
the Union would leave the office.

«/( WoH/l

1

cers, Chicago, have

made an assignment

for

The Chicago Tribune says:
prominentWestern
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know that hoarse- *1’8 °'v?1r^0^ jQ8Ua^^ serves to inmay be relieved by using tho white tere8t 0*^cn #amufle '118 followof an egg thoroughly beaten, mixed nien* . ^•“l18 Jnany °f u*, perhaps, are
with lemon-juice and sugar. A teato save up paper and string;
spoonful taken occasionallyis the dose. ot iers ,ar.e ?n ,^e wakch prevent

!

ness

u • u

n 4

waste of fuel, of water, of gas or other
and of many other tLinBa too
7 .1, numeroua to mention. Some of theee
and then
indeed, arc historicaland

"°re,8' ™b“eflr8 (light,

„

rnb the

.

7

^

7

7

,77

““ ^7
sore. The

°

he7'

secret,

:

p

on removes fftmon> ’Tbo ,wt

PP

wroto

Iliad on hacks of
letters and other stray odds and ends,
For dyspepsia pour one quart of cold by which, says Dr. Johnson, iu six vears
water on two tablespooufulsof unslack- he saved perhaps six shillings/ The
)

ed lime; let stand a few minutes, bottle great Duke of Marlboro was once visited
and cork, and when clear it is ready for in his tent by a foreign nobleman, who
use; put three tablespoonfulsin a cup desired to receive a lesson on economy.
ot milk, and drink any time, usually be- , We can talk over that in tlu> dark, said
foro meals.
the duke, and immediately blew out the

There is scarcely an ache to which i candle. His guest immediatelyrose
children are subject so bard to bear and ; and took his leave, remarking that he
so difficult to cure as earache. A rem- hod learned enough for one session,
edy which never fails is a pinch of , I” °ne of Miss Ferrier’s novels a Scotch
black pepper gathered up in a bit of peasant woman refused to allow her
cotton batting wet in sweet oil and in- husband to take the new medicine orserted in the ear. It will give imme- dored by the doctor until he had finishdiate
j ed
the old, which was preecribed the

relief.
is

^tsaSBissi

r/

into f

if

.

,,lium

bi/and

of

80°n

W0“e
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of that income.

it

been

has so long

considerationnamed isTl, 000,"

jng

who Hept the

llot

1,1

until free vomit- without. Such are tobacco,intoxicating
occurs. Put the feet and limbs m ; drinks, theatres, etc.
'v,‘ter and then wrap up in flannel; , 5. Remember, also, that tliore are

®Ver^ fifteon

|

w&

s X

i

S

^

of cold draughts. As the attacks de- good food, good clotlimg, good w"ater
P«rt9 administer a dose, of magnesia, and fresh air, and, above all, a good
rhubarb or castor oil. When children conscience. You cannot afford to leave
are liable to croup, always keep the your debts unpaid, or to refuse help to
alum-water solution ready on the wash* those who need it when it is iu your
i power to give it.— J. S. lioj/es.

“f*1110,
The Black Alder

Fuel.

for

The ear-wax which seems like any-

iwr trees
Per80nH *ho aro in raising thing but an agreeable or cleanly thing
for fuel will do well to test the out of its place, evidently has a pur-

M.cfi

^

nr. woi.ru

oi

Aiauumu cairns

V^k

of the "lion or
alder
lias w]iich grows so plentifullyin all tho

,

^^1^0^01^^^

—

*

Wlf«„
pose. When

;

from the debcate waUa of the external

it. is
i. too
riw, forbihly
it

removed

Thloro^rSsing6is^fe^ wide a^i | ^ attoruo-vu,1<1
wXur.nMiohilmn un^^^^ otheT’of 0^^11^01(1 gTowth'wLh'givc^ riset
over a mile long, with an average value of "ar premiums. It was held that the claims the Western States, it is true that the a
trouble, and especially
$275 per ton. The ore is n sulphate.There A'e against tlu* I in ted States and not the
luiL'e but thev uokscms 1 imflommation of the drum itself. The
isalso extensive rich sand Half a million I Ueneva fund, the money having been cov- irees ule 11U,'
. out tuey
to clear mit m.lv H,p
is estimated to be in sight on one claim. The 1 ered into the treasury, and they are gov- 0‘aiiy merits. Ihey will grow on land mo,al 01 11118 18 ^ clear out only the
property has just been purchasedby a Meth- erned by the law of 185.T All transfers too wet to be of much value for other 8lirl)lus car-wax and not endeavor t<i
odist minister.”.
mode after June 5, 1882, and before the • j)lirj)0sea q’|iev can be idanted to ex^i0 canaf
lnHf’ninientfl

.

|„

‘

proat

poHstss

ia

i

c^ean

John B. Johnson and many oHier ; IvarruntsVere(^caTred^^^nd^oki.^ I cellent advantage on the shores of lakes that will expose its surface to the
desperate convicte mutenied in the Missouri Washington dispatches state that the a111^ ponds, on the banks of streams, | I11^011*10118 01 an unna^iri“ P1-0"^1Penitentiaryat JeffersonCitv. Thev seized
flo^el”1“ieilt{“w demanded the ex- ' and ou marshy land that w ill
----------------- —

'

to weed out

man who

‘

when

belonged to

ai „

was

demand

war-

the Union and employ non -Union men. dungeon and seven of bis confederau*s are j of the Tallman estate in New York, is a deVoorhees said that, from the talk in the Sen- m dark cells — Manuel Lenhart, imprisoned fanltor for #601,1100. He borrow'ed money
ate tor the last half hour, It might be supposed at Newaygo, Mich, for murder, heard the
from members of the family beside approthe printers were very dangerous j^ople. That sound of revelersenjoying a dance in an
was not his view. He knew of no more consci- adjacent , building, and, believing it priating the funds.
.The New York Central
entious, painstaking,hard-working class. It
was a party intent’ on lynching him, road paid Man’ Daniels #20,000 for injuries
was admitted that tho
Govem- Lenhart died iu bis cell of fright..,. received in the Hpuvten Duyvel disaster,
io printers in the Government, Printing-Office did their work well, and
and gave A. B. Valentine’$10,000 for
did not receive too much i»y. Mr. Hawley The Directorsof the Lackawanna road have
the loss of his son and daughter-in-law.
arranged
with
the
Nickel-Plate
for
a
last
said the printers,like any other class ot
laborers, had a ixrrfect right to form an asso- freight line from New' York to Chicmro. main- The widow of ex-Postmaster General Marciation for their mutual benefit,to agree taining pool rates.. ..Mm T. K White, nee shall Jewell died suddenly in New York, of
upou the price they would ask lor their labor, Fannie Driscoll (the poetess),died at the heart disease.... An incendiaryfire at Eland to say they would not work tor less, but the v home of her parents in Milwaukee.
mira, N. Y. , destroyed • three furniture
had no right to say anotherman not a member
tores and a drug store, causing a loss of
John Gilbert, the actor who jumped #27,000.
of the association should not work for less than
their price if he chose to do ho. The amendment
from one of the Windows of the Newhall
increasingthe Public Printer’s salary was lost.
An appeal has been made to the MasThe hill then passed tho Senate. In House, a distance of sixty-fivefeet, to the sachusetts Congressional delegation to seconsidering the legislative Aprrojrriation ground, and whose wife* a bride of a day,
bill, the House of Representatives decided died from the injuries which she received in core the passage of a law prohibiting connot to pay $5,000 to the heirs of-----Messrs.- UimIcJiMie- the hotel tire, has entered suit for #‘,,0.0()0 victs from doing any work for the United
graff and Herron, whose
whose term oi service as Con**
damages against C. D. Nash and John T. States. •
gressmen would not h
havo commenced until Antisdel,. proprietorsof the hotel....
The bill to prevent the importation of
March 4. A resolution was passed censuring
the Secretary of State of Nebraska and Mr. The snow-storm of Feb. 22 in Wisconsin spurions teas passed, tho Sonata ou the 25th
Major*, an aspirant to an additionalseat in blockaded railroadsto a. greater extent than
uit. A resolutionwaa adopted reqaesUng the
the House, for falsifying census figures. A bill at any previous time this winter. In some
was passed to preventthe Importationof adul- of the cuts the snow was packed thirty feet
.
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'Vh,Uj ............. 117 ^
2 Red ............... 1.22
1

»:SH
uoo
118
1.25

.71 (ft .73
wood that is easily grown. The trunks, ()ATR— N’o. 2 ..... ................. .50 (ft .52
,
, Pork— Mess ......................i2.oo @19.25
which ore rarely very large, can be cut Laud ................. .n'M uh

...

|

2

.

..7.7.

..

7.7.7.

,

down Vith one stroke of tho nr, and, by
resting them on a log or block, can be
divided into pieces of suitable length
for a stove by the use of an ax. No
splitting will be required.Tbo pieces
v ill dry quickly, and the bark burns
readily. A piece of ground planted to
adders will continue to yield crops of

!

tavEB

^

^

5.35

6.25

Cows and Heifers ...... 3.25 (cfl 4.50
Medium to Fair ........ 4.90 ft 5.30
U°<‘M ............................ 1.75 (>( 7.50

Flouh— Fancy White Winter F<x. 5.50 (<5 5.75
Good to Choice Spr’a Ex. 4.75 (ft 5.oo
Wheat— No. 2 Sprimr ...........1.07 ct i."9
No. 2 Red Winter .......1.10 (f5 1.11
2 ....................... f^l (.fl .57
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 39 (fn .40
Rye -No 2 ........................ 65

Cobn-No.

m

m

for all time, Sprouts will spring 1 i!lm;KT- No.'27.7.' ..............
$
up from tho roots as soon as the old j BurrEtt—ChfilceCreamery ........ 37 ('t .40
trunks are cut away. In some portions -r’OK“Fn‘sh ...................... 28 (<i 29
PoKt— MriHH ......................18.00 (0.18.25
of New England the alders have been Labd ............................. llKO .11^
MILWAUKEE.
cut from pieces oj(, ground twenty times
Wheat — No. ....................I.07 (<? i.Oh
since the country was settled. The Cobn-No. ....................... 56 <$ .57
smaller trunks make 7 excellent bean- Oats— No. ....................... 39 (J .40
Rye-No. ........................
.60
poles, and tho brunches aud tops can be
BABLBT— No. ....................
.75
Pork— Mesa ......................IR.00 (($18.25
.ii)i
^mmof older
‘hardy and'rile Lard...:.;,i,......................
ST. LOUIS.
seed is easily obtained.— C’Aie’flj/oTimex, Wheat— Na 2 Rod ............... 1.10 ® 1.11
Corn— Mixed... .................. S3 (4 .S3
89 (($ .40

wood

2

2

2

59
74

2

2

Tv^y

.

NEW

burns readily and produces a very hot' >UEAT-NoNo.
lire. It makes the best charcoal of any Cobn-No. .......

,

de-

produce

. .Albert Jones Howell, a broker, suffering from insomnias committedsuicide make an effort toward peace. PenHoiw of $50
by shooting himself at the residence of a per month were granted to the widow* of Rear
in a doctor in! Chicago,where he was under Admiral Beanmunt and Gen. Warren.
The President went
Hie.. Senate
Mhool-house attached to a German Cathojlb treatment il7 ..
the nomination* of S. G. W. Bciijamln a*
A liargo AcqnalnUnceNot Desirable.
THE SOUTH'
v Ministerta Pertia; Wickham HofTmfiiu' .Attntater
church in Fourth street. New York. Seven
to Denmark ; Liicbi* H. Foote, Minlntar to Coral;'
That it is a jfftsitive nnisanee to know
Stock-baiserbiu Western Texas re- and Dwiuht T. Reta, Con*ol General at Madrid.
hundred children were in the class-rooms
The pupilH were very quietlyrfemoved from port a contiderable loss of cattle and the In the Houae, a renolnttanreported ftomi the too many people qoems a bold assertion,
the fourth floor,when a Sinter of Charity
Committal ou Rule* by Mr. Reed, by which the I but such is nevertlielewstlie case. To
death of 10 per cent of their sheep by the
fainted. Thin precipitateda panic, in which
a stair railing was broken. Six children recent cold' weather....In the PoHcA Court
at Kiohraohd. V*, (tapt John Hi Wine waa
were token out dead, and oigrbi others ex
pired immediately after being rescued lined #5 for assaulting John E. Mas- itjon wa^niuw iui*lni>t the Americnn peojfie,on stocks, the man who minds everythen engaged in threats fonndnr* Snt' Oo^mfSt
from the moss.... Mrs. Paulitschhas re- Key.
'^bucolic
oovfered damages amounting to #K,'>00, againstMohwt’h counsel and waa placed und- taxing ixorcr that they provided tli»t nowhere friend who is glad to soft YOU, fend wlio
with un extra AlUwfpce pf , #.'>00 er arrert, . ,G P, Huntington,of the .Southgainst the New York Central road, for in- ern Pacific roAd/has purchased for •I.'i.OUtOOO Mfini 7nntt^niSrilT/nuo b‘1I:.orl“lnttU-‘consider^ thaj SV^n' ponioiuis iiiteresied
juries which necessitatedthe amputation of Morgan’s railroad in Loniaiana and Tuxa* Yet thta rule nronoaej that a rayapn* Mufti
,n hve Mik fend agricnHore, aYld last,
her foot
. .Gail Hamilton has &en
offered and the Morgan steamship-linen, and will
riTfrAnitative*but hot least annoying, tho senseless
the Trusteeship of the Massachusetts work- ask Con grew to amend the biU for the con' dnvaler wliri (alto .for an horir, and
house. . .'.WilHamG. Smith, aii express mes- solidation of trans-continentalroads.
American people. O tiier (lennnriau»ry *i>eoli«i Jiever act U ally, says anvtiiing. 'tlie wellsenger on the Albany and Susquehanna
The family of William Busch, living followwl from the DemcKwatlc tide of thq ItoUHc, ; known
to take the bvroad, retained possession
#4<I,0W
when the rosolutlonwu« brought tp a vote, j ,
,,as.i ?°. .•a*t0 tlieii,DJ
near Corticana, Texas, were accidentally The
after haring been shot twice bva robber.
.
Democrat* refrained from votlag,! thu* ways and lOSQ.the priMI^ge of good
The estate of the late EdwinD. Morgan, of poisoned last week. Morphine wte admim
from bankxtcred through mistake for quinine, and
wflT ri?1*’
Ives his widrtw fWO.OOO In hulk and
na lour
ineinnerH
or ' ’Coe
ramilv 1
ixave introduced . iu- tlie
wm' Hon** a retaliatary bin ' ruptcj w idiocy. Many, a man, through
four mem
bore of
tlio family
' have
the Income £roBai#L0Q0,Bfitt
_
Personal legar^_
fkixd (wo otheTH, At lunt accounts
portAtlbn
____________ wine*
___ ,'a
.. rnistftken
,..rj
ef deWtanou*
Idea %,m
of coffrf&w, tias missed
des amount
jd.jjUU. and l)«qne«tanto not expected
nurvlve. .T.’ ! jJfJt ilSnimi tn
j
boat,*" cars, or lost’ tite dllhnco of
duirltiesover rr-J5,0U0. The income of the I The Hteamer Morro Castle,jf the Clyde line, !
I meeting' some friend witli whoffi'hehftd

deep.

tHBKAfl.
Flames made their appearance

.

tlie

r»uKh«>P7 hU

Ter7

Mr. Hale thought the Senators must be startled
;
at hearing that a great Governmental establishment. upon which millionswas Hj>entannually, and bound the foreman of the whip and col.
was hopelesslyIn the hands of a private, anil, lar shops, and Johnson set fire to a lot of | “invincible”organizers,and that the Secre- ! T1,e clllef
for wood for fuel in
for aught we know, a secret association,which
straw, causing a total damage before the tary of State has issued the required
the West is for feeding cook ipg stoves :
YORK.
controlled its managementand monopolized IL«
employment. Mr. Halo thought the Public
• tarting fires.
wo<S of tho
t
Printer ought
from the and
captured
placed in
Mr. GILBERT L.
aider supplies this want admirably.
FLoim-Superflnc ................ s.co

office every

*f

i,

been
, .
i 4. Keep in mind that there are some
who , ult CROl'P administer a teaspoonfulthings that you cannot afford, and
under strui,S u ura .'vat€r; reP6at the dose others tliat you can, if necessary, do

v

,

.wx^.m,Cu,n tucicng.eauexeueineuiover

—

Ntov*

It may be useful to

;

, ,

Take

Chilblains.—

-Fratuwp

,

*js5« assjusvi

It is' true that there have bee/ several court, '’pleadednot* guiTty.^d b^/
storms in the f:ir West, but the cattle w ere
was fixed at $10,000. • It is thought 1
in extra good condition at the beginning of
Messrs. Nash, Antiadel and Night Clerk Dewinter and have stood the weather well ” ____
laney u ill be indicted for manslaughter ____
Nathan Rritton, residing near Leroy, III, The lead mills at Bonne Terre, Mo., valued
concealed #&J0 in greenbacksin the grate ot
at over $~(A 1,000 and employing several huna cook-stove.His wife lighted the fire for
dred men, were swept away Uy lire ____ A
breakfast,which fact will be regretted bv
sister of ex -Senator Sharon, of Nevada, atBritton for some time ____ Great damage and
tempted suicide at the Palace Hotel at San
some loss of life is reported in the neighbor- Francisco, by stabbing herself with a pocket
hood of Vincennes. Ind., where the llooda
knife.... Mary Burr, a servant, and three
veren me
j children nerbhod/n the buTn'lnp/r
covered
the enure
entire race
face or
of the country.
country.
.
enuoren nertsuoam the burning of leter
hecent telegram from TacBon.
»t H-mUgae.

.

'

two spoonfuls of balsam of Peru to six I
absolute necessity.
of isinglass,melted with very little
2. In estimating income and expendiw ater, and strained..Mix these well toture never trust to mere probabilities,
gether in a small stone jar over the fire.
but only to experience and to facts on
Pin out some black Persian or sarsenet
which you can depend. A man who
on a board, and, dipping a brush
..tv .
fb*
.ill, « ----- lU8lie9 to ke6P Wlthm Ll8 ^Ome, SajS
the mlTfnrn
mixture, ,Jaa
pass it over the silk
five or
}
rimes ; then hold it to the fire, but ditllre8>t one.thirdor at mo9t oue-half

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
4

terview'8 with

'

prevent tho hair day before.; But, without dwelling on
made with one ounce j finch incidents, let us try to formulate
powdered borax, half an ounce of pow- i 801116 general rules which the rich and
dered camphor, one quart of boiling 11,0 P00r nia-v practioo alike with adwater. When cool, pour into a bottle va,ltagefor use, and clean the head with it, ap- *- ^over Allow anything to he thrown
plying w ith a flannel or sponge once a aTva-\or destroyed which can be made
i useful to any one.

the benefitof their creditors. The liabilities

drygoods

and should be either cut
shaken off with -a braequeness
^,e'’r Cft9not ( pibitahe.

• Practical Koonomy.
of your double
I may remind you that perhaps every
fist ; put it in warm water and soak the
feet in it as warm as it can bo borne for , onb °( uq, and almost every one of our
half an
| neighodfs,has a favorite or pdt economy
piece of

from falling out

army

are #400 000 or $500,000,and it is believed
The large retail
house
they will lx* able to pay 50 or 75 cents on the
Charles Gossago
Co., Chicago, has
dollar. The difficulty of making collections
from country customers is given as the cause bought out by Carson, Pirle, Scott 4 Co.,
of the collate.
will continue to run the establishment

V

A good wash to

had he not

.

The Legislative,Executive and Judicial
Appropriationbill was before the Senate on Feb.
24. Upon the provision increasing tho salary ol
the Public Printer to $4,000a discussionarose a>
to the Inffnonce of the Printers’ Union upon the
managementol the Government Printing Office.
Mr. Rollins asked whether this association did
not also dictate who should »kj employed bv thr
Public Printer. Mr. Anthony said that if any
I»orson not belomring to the Union

/,

wby

stopped the circulationof that paper? He
compared the responsibilityof Forster,w ho
had read the articles mid believed what the
result would he, to that of himself, wh >
never read them, though they were brought
against him.
. .The heart and vital parts of
the late Pope Plus IX. were removed from
•H
their transient
restingplace in the Vatican
the otiier day, ami placed in a marble urn
near the tomb of the Stuarts

from the French

W. T. Allen A Co., wholesale gr<»-

tion hill.Feb.23, with clauses providing$1,00),000

and a

the

likely to incite orime.

ipSlilillll
yearn
—

The Senate passed the Naval Appropria-

300,000 to

wen-

•

W-

^t)r
I
dis-

on the warts two or three tifflWa
day, and in a short time they will
tic

I

articles published in

lips frequently.

warts, get a little bullock’s
gall, and keep it in a bottle; rub a lit- \n.8

j

I

a#iomt

To remove

_•

iftjm

For chapped lips mix twotablespoondrops
of lavendar water, pr any other per-

thf‘*f

THE WEST.

immedi-

fnls of clarified honey, with a few

t

the appointmentof a special committee to ex-

scald or burn, apply

ately pulverized eharboal and oil Lamp
oil will do, but linseed is better. The
effect is miraculous.

Thirty-three Republicans, eight Democrats
and David Daiis voted for it One Republican
and eighteen Democrats voted. against it The
last day of the debate was far from interesting.
The day was consumed by various last effortsof
Senatorsto amend the bill into the tona they
wanted it to assume. Mr. Sherman failed by a
large majority to, getthe duties on wool raised,
though there were on his side three Democmta-Brown, Camden and Pendleton,
Senator David Davis. Except
Sewell of New Jersey, and Mitchell of 'Pennsylvania, all the Republican votes came from the
Northwesternami Pacific coast States. In other
words. Senators from the shcep-ralslng
States
voted with Mr. Sherman, and Senators from the
woolcn-mlll States voted against him. Galvanlied iron was leveled up to 2 ft cents a pound.
April 1 was fixed as the date when the sugar duties HUS
spende*d *~The failure w^ oauetKlby Vlimr ! Ilini, "‘staMtl-v' K<*vont^‘n ^“‘victs then
were to go into effect.and an amendment offered ceshler, George W. Tompkins, enjliezzling ,n:ul.e
• • \
Pjiticui in the Westby Mr. Wlndom adopted,whereby it is provided between #75,U.Oand #l(JU,W/U of the firm’s ! nn‘ * unntic Asylum, of \ trginia, tampered
that the bill shall not interferewith anv existing
with the medicines used, and •.vc inmates
funda
treaties, but when the treaties expire the hill
have died and two are fatally poisoned
shall become operative.
Tcanctlon of
Judge Donahue, of New York, reduty on common bottles was made. The House
foreign.
fused an injunction against police interferdevoted the day to consideration of the Sundry
Civil Appropriationhill in committee on the
Thf
eoniiTution
of Ivalakaua took
ence with the ‘‘Passion Ulay. * Salmi M uhe
whole. The River and Harbor bill was handed
place
at
Honolulu
Feb.
went
on
with
his
preparations,
and
issued
in from the Commerce Committee,
1.*. with all tho
pomp befitting a t’ penny kingdom. H. A. P
The Army and the Fortification Appropria- 1, (Hu invitationsto a rehearsal ut bis “nv i
donee.” Thirty ottiiers were on hand When Carter is the new .Minister to Washington.
tion bills, and tho Joint resolutionnotifying
the high Driest began to read Irom Genesis.
In lie House of (’ominous, onthed.iv
Great Britain of the desire of the United States Capt Williams nriested Morse, and the auto abrogate the fishery clauses of the Washingdience biased Morse voiced Ids indignation, ffilicw eg Forster's Utter attack upou the j
ton treaty, were passed by the Senate Feb. 2L the ‘‘Hallelujah Chorus” was sung through,
ixml League and I'urr.el, the latter took 1
Mr. Edupinds called up his Supplementary Anti- the drop curtain fell, and then tire prison
Polygamy bill, and some progress was made with er was taken away to give bail..:. tin- liner, muiri I renthlessInteiext,to rapiv.
U. The House discussed the Sundry Civil Attachments for #27,0(0 have been ee slid the utmost ho desired to do w a- u»
Anpropriat'onbill In committee of the whole,
make bis poitum dear to the Irish
when Mr. BeltrhoCverproceededto make a very issued against the Angus tiulan Sadetv oi p«Htph» nt home tfwd nbrond Foraio;, he
Lawrence,Mass. The institution ‘ w a.- I said, ought to
bitter attack upon Gen. Hazen and the Signal
be ashamed for traducing
Service Bureau. Mr. Taylor, of Ohio, in reply, founded by Catholic priests in 1S70, ami
defended Gen. Hazen's integrity and criticised chartered by the Legislature.It received him. Ho declined to reply to Forster’s
Mr. Beltzhoover'a action in making an assault deposits and operated in re:U estate. The I Muestion-,and ( barged tlm: gentlema.i with
, having asked
{I'urnu.b to dmU]>on that officer in a speech which was not
majority of its creditors are female mill
! cio.-e the seerets of hik iHVociateH
openly delivered, but was printed in the Record. operatives,and its liabilitiesare #540, OU)
r If Forster
belioved that the
The resolutionoffered by Mr. Garland for

and

For a

•/

5*

'-5

an important appointment. To theee
wayside vampires, these purse destroyers and brain despoilefstime is no object. For them it merely marks the
time between meals, drinks, and bedtime. They are either too egotistical or
too foolish to comprehend that to some
men time
to others,
happily differently constituted, it means
the most important thing in life. We
have not a very long time to stay upon
this mud-ball, and the man who places
no value upon time is the thief of his
bwn( qKjrftenee jwjdythe cu^loJof his fellow man! Such creatures show no feel-

states that

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

to continuework on the Robeson monitors. $1,-

is*:

THE FAMILY DOCTOR.

rom

ruptcy bills, and those providing for the division of Dakota • Territoryand to eive preced
enoe to the appropriation bills. In the
House the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill was
consideredin committee of the whole, and an
amendment offered by Mr. Blackburn, of Ken
lucky, cutting down me appropriation tor me
GeolojricalSurvey, was
is rej
rejected after a spirited
delate. Mr. Pound, of Wisconsin, offered au
amendment repealing the pre-emption laws altogether, with all lawn authorizing the lillng of
declaratory statementsfor entry of public lands
by agent or otherwise. The amendment was
adopted, after Mr. Washburnhad been given an
opportunityto denounce the land -sharksand
adventurerswho had abused the laws so as to
shut out actual settlersfrom the privilege of entering Government lands. A caucus of House
Republicanswaa held In the evening, at which
eighty
Representatives voted to uon-concur In
»1
the Senate tariff measures.

'T”.
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John Bright, Sir J. W.
Arthur Pease, Mr. Lewis

THE STATE CAPITAL.

including Mr.

*

possible for ten 6ut of the twelve Jurors In
a Circuit Court, and four out of the six in
Instioea’
to render a verdict, without

Anthors’s Trills.

Pease, Mr.
owfe
Introductionof Bills Vndcd -ApproprUFpb, Mr.- Theodore vFjry^Mr. George J tlohn Not Yet Ctot-at-sble—Howell's Coin* making it necessary

!|<iljat|I 4ifj!

Palmer,
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.,

lN1.f:l^*hsrdwin,Mr. J.

and,

F. B. Firth

i

There is one trial which touches the
to try castM when one finest senbiUlities.of an anther. The
obstinateman is either coaxed -or hiriri to/
reader who has adopted him as his
p Hat Ion .\4faln- Still Toting for flenktor—
stand out against the judgment)of , all tho
favorite or his object of admiration,has
B^gnjrdlng the Inveatlfiitlon—
8undfrt Ke/>
^ y
Obh^kvsr.
ehahMA, ,
formal an ideal of his person, hik et1
Health In Michigan.
pressinn, his 1 Voice, his manner; !
fprom Our Own Correapohdent.]

^

rest

Fowler.

Tliere are also several ex^mriubep* of

How

House of Commons,
Thk liwt wor<W of Dr. (ipor^o M.
including S!(r. William E. Forster,
Beard showed the ruling passion htrong
Alderman R. N. Fowler, and Mrj W,
in deatfeiltj•^Ansh Jtwci’e pMwlile,? lio
F. Ecroyd., The society includes one
the society in the

:

lANsnfo. Feb. iM, ISSt

Reports

a While we esnnot now tell the time that
will be required to diqpgse of the bills to

Board of Health,

to the State

rarely doee any author correspond to
this ideal picture!,
!i /; vd

;

.

Lansing, by observers of diseases in
different parts of the State show causes

come before the, present sessionof the Legislature, we can tell Just how many are to bo

V

of sickness during the week ending Feb.
me to record, for the sake of
Baronet (Sir J. AM. Pease)* and one acted upon, the time for the introduction of 17, 1888; 'its follows: Number of o4)i right to say ': “l afn hot on Exhibition,
science, the thought* of a d.ving man.
like the fab bey or the do able* headed
Knight (Sir John Barrington). .
bills having ended on Wednesday, the 2lj|t servers beard from, ill
This final battle tliat I dm going
** »
j, j ^
lady. Ifl were I shotild .ohargo the
When the two hquses adjourned on that day,
The glory is departing from the Ohio after an evening session,the House found
through with would be interesting.”
usual price of admimion to the show.
It is not mj profosaion. to write letters
The habit of j Itfieqthioobservation had yalley as the home of the grape, and itself with 055 bills and thirty-tu‘oJoint
till
Diseases iu Order of Greatest
to strangerswho consult me on all mancome inVeiteralewiti him. ^
the Cincinnati^nz/uirer fears that no resolutions', and the Senate with 201 bills and
Area of Prevalence.

ft

said, “for

•

1

ip!

t

Congress was recently low ha^jdbne. Tlie* vines of Kelley’s against 1,005 in 1881 and 1,141 in 1870. If tho*
Senatorialquestion is ever settled the two
invited to dinner in Washington.He Island and Put-in- Bay are affected by a
houses will settle down to business and prosays: “There wasn’t anything on the species oji blight, imtO'Kpfrtshaye beep ceed to grind out this grist, which, though
not quite as large us that of two years ago,
table when I got there but some forks unable to find the cjinne or h onro. This
will no doubt occupy as long in grinding,
and spoons aiplIuih&^brdC.’ Presently failure is likely to take away from Cin- ami last ns late into the season, largely
owing to the fact that not nearly so much
they brought in some soup. As I didn't cinnati a peculiarfeature of its business
headway has thus far been made as at this
see nothin’ else, I thought I’d eat all in beverages. There are. numerous time iu other sessions that have preceded
this.
the soup J could, though soup is n houses kept by (rej'mpQw ine-makqrs, Again we find it next to irajmssibleto get
mighty poor dinner to invite a feller to. who study the subject intelligently, and ntn
HUIOIAUY OK APPROPRIATIONS
So I -was helped four times; and then bring to bear all the knowledge they asked for for the next two years from this
come on the1 finest dinner I ever see. can glean. They do notown vineyards, legislature,owing very hugely to the fact
fntrouuch
l*iat a lia,,lt exJrts of introducing
what are
and theie I set. groaned he, chock Imf huv grui>es in (inantitiespress the known as “Skeleton bills," that is, bills that
full of
'
•
A •!. xi
are completeso far as tho title goes, but are
Ul* 1 M UJ
| juice ai\d ferment it on their own prom- left with blanks to be filled in later, either

A MEMBEH of

..n

som)'5*
•

The

Postimviiter at Raccoon,

informs

tlie Postoffice

W.

Rhino

Department that

wines.

mvn mnkralontrwith

|

^

do a wholesale as

,

mittees settle down to business and do

1 liev

|

well a, a retail traao, and all ina ,,nint.

thievw broke into

the offioe the otlier

night and at the same time

dog,

his

w

1

ho

^V .
;

low, and the wine pare, an that import|

ation eannoLtake tbeadi^q.of the

4

.
.. ' •' ? *
to the house of his master, whom he
inainifaetnr^ ^ V
awakened by ids furious harking. The
BnurirAn/r helieyt
Postmasterhurried down to the post|

,

:

office,

where he arrived in time

to

before they had a chance
away with any of his or the Government’s property. The Postmaster
to get

_

"'mTstatt

official

,

j

returns of the

I,a5' duri',K

,he

toiaS

........

Tonsilitis....;..... .......
Influenza....... .........
Pneumonia ...............
!* Kn'Hii*clas....
10 HeuUttcutfever.
6

7
x

11

.

IMnmben

plphthreia. ............ ..
13 Typho- malarial fever .....
14 MeaHleH ........
.......
15 Scarlet fever ..... ........
lf> Inflaniation of bowels.
17 Membranouscroup.
18, Cholera morbus ..........
i» DVsentm- .........
20 \Viioo])inK’4N>uvb
.........
21 luflammatlonof brain...
22 Cercbrospiual menlnidtis
23iTyphoidfever (enteric).
24 I’uenieral fever. 4
..'.I
2filChicken-pox ..............
26 Cholera Infantum ........
12

..

.

1
..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

tllOr.”

75 ,
62
r.9 ,v
65
55
to
to
' 109,1

»»
28
28
^7
27
20

.

17
ir>

81

i:t

26

8

8

16
16

7
7

14

,

.

14

IU
10
— ' H

G
f.

4
4

4
3

8
8
2

_

2

i-i-j

•,->

This is one way of looking at the
(mestion, juid I am by no means sure
that, hard and almost churlish as' it

seems, it is not, on the whole, the wisest
for all concerned. Sooner or Inter the
burden of correspondknoAbecomes so
henvyf ns to be insupportable,unless
Home short and easy method pan be
I found of dealing with epistolary aggres' sions; such, for instance, ns a printed
j formula, or a manlier of such formulas,
> which the authorwan sign by the dozen,
and which will, in the large majority of
cases, answer every purpose. This is
: the plan Willis adopted and announced
long ago.
' It must not lie forgotten, on the other

..

,

•

,

^

Beside tliose tabulated above, the

tw0

coughs

J

bilious

ftndBeofjsdl^'“8"'

i

'“"1

ft ,'7’

|

aguih:

0'“,m

following-name,!

Sp|a

“bu“fOTllirpr,m

^

«r“te“k npmber.of young persons who

1

oft^

f'tituto

gvos them

I

W

ex”

elZn7 UUt wWrfi

ebim

to

suits.
nrevalenoe.
*

b«

«,ron«g«l

and that s.'arlet fever, consumption, in- to^oto‘S1‘h?“"elve*•<> Itterely purold fight
.......
..1— „..
......
I
— >*
termittentr...
fever,
measles
andi -tonsilitis
i "'T, S?n' ‘her
fellnw-crMtnres.
decreased in area of
I “"‘l
hlf? ‘'ff1 tl<!“ the
At the State Capitol the prevailing' a'h,t'h ““‘J’ .f»u'U-TWieywl thenuelvo.
thin Ht&te, with digest of court docihloua
thereon.
winds, during the week ending Feb. 17, I 40 1,1WH<’S";
not1to
Section 1. The prop I? of the State of Mirh188.1, were southeast, and, compared , acor,\ “,H! "dicnle, feat to our tender
efirtcf. That the Secretaryof State be and
he is hereby directed to purchase for the n»v of
with tho preceding week, tho tempera“ration. \\e never laugh at the
the State and for tho use of various State, tore was considerably higher, the ahso- ! “J1?4- Iffl4 ^ We toorearly to make sport
county and township officers, such a number of

for
J

was bad, and nothing seEmed to inter1

UT
consumpest the avdiencea. I have it!

amounts the tax-payers are

Intermittentfever

d Vh

40
2S

ner of quest ioijs, involvingtheir private
interests. These pebple have nb right
to appropriatemy hours of labor, and I
will have my rights, even if lam an an*

! !,and’ {h.at a11 lm,nan \fB«*
ft Sfr'
mere ir,irt«l ! tai“
<>a,cl1 otl,er- Th„ writer
T,,E howkll oompilaiton
each hv one regular olmerver: PI, nr- i l'',ho haH atta,”0<' »ncee«H owes 8o,nematter is to be all gone uvui
over uKtun,
again, itseeiua
imreiuH.
i.ii i,... , ' tiling
w»ug iu
wuo arc
HtrugoiinglO
to uiohu
those who
are struggling
to
1 it will ‘
be rememliered that, after u vast yDptis.tatorrhalfever, pleurisy,
It in norfoctlv true that thn

^

7,ro,iu,-

ilraniBs than their immchate
tion ou the stage. He boa a thhorv,

some

^“a^aL^uSa^
of the proposed

1

recognizes the services of his example, as to how “Wet”' w»s
brought out. Business in the theater

d'>gThe

Hlmb-

scare peanowss b working >h,ywright. who

off the thieves

officially

7
.
l,
that

(

{
nome

unpretentiousfashion. Tjhe prices are

1

was on guard there, broke out and ran

5,

•

HPltinR their

Vu.,

.

.

*

‘
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ik

.

Kronofdtis.
.bq
i Neuraliria........ ........
» Hheumatisni..............
4 (Vinsumptlon of laims...
1

‘

‘

d M

twenty- eight joint resolutions,or 1,000 ns

Lougbd-

futifre]x)et will sing of it as

follows,and, of oburso, 0|*ns the

„

I

*

“r1’

i

said'

|

-

France during the last
* i
Shakspeare , there is the old play of
year slidw ^hft lt amounted in money ‘Hamlet ’ which used to be a favorite copies of the work entitled “The GeneralHt«t- lute and relativehumiditv more,
^ V’^1, ...... .
„
rinci1 UH“l
IftVOrile- Utesof the State of Michigan in Force, includvalue, to 368,500,000 fmndrV The great
the davand night ozone
I’ <)" ^ lwl,ol,‘ 14 'R ll<“4«r1 4o h»ndl®
It’s^ut of date arid needs fresKebingup 1 iDk.the Acts of the Session of 1882, With Notes
Including reports l,v regular obsorv- !
oonrapondent gentbulk of this sum was represented hv | Tn, .
b f i
ot the Decisions of the Supreme
1
, . ;
11 take it home and see what can l>e Court Relating Thereto," compiledand annotated
ers and bv others, diphtheria was re*w\ )e4lum l,nu,4 ll!",ll44l«bool‘ported present during tho week ending , ,,;r .41;llt “ 4lr’. "tt4u.ralTeru‘*
«>“Feb. 17, and since, at fourteenplaces, I, a,,ul- him, did I aay.' The power
"public acta" of each session of the Legislature
of the whole tobacco trade, received
scarlet fever at nine places and measles ! f
'jot Prevent him
He is a swift workman, and it is not are supplied and distributedunder and by the at nine
1
nr asks your advice,
present existing provisions of law: [‘ro100,000,000 francs. After this, eomeH
long before he returns to the theater. tated, That such work shall be furnished
A correspondentreports what he i •nd jU the time llo hw:hfa
snuff, which is represented by 03,000,- rti,
i
/ J to tho State in two volumes, bound
thought was a case of arsenical poisom 1 ,n h * dt*k ?r ifn h,a P00^. Audit
1 lie parts are given out. bp comes an in full sheep binding, printed on
000 francs, then cigars, which-show a
ing; Face, eyes, hands and feet swollep;
J‘*^t4-n hat
he
m-tor who is M sot «» Polonium ".See ' gj?
skin pale and cool; great fullness of
he weeds und vanity and folly,
total of <10,000,000 francs, while 1(5,000,here.” he says to Shakspeare, “von iuy »nd the execution of the work to be equal in
the head, uneasiness of the stomach, a,1‘V fllut‘' J" 80mo unexiieetedway,
- ii • i
i
\
i all respects to the sample of volume one of said
OOp francs were expended in cigarettes,
have killed my ]»art entirely. All the , work now in the Btateiiibrary, said work to be gaseous eructations and loss of appo- 1 w lnudaeo where y<,uyou never thought
and 00,000,000 francs in tobacco for
^
» * i•i
delivered during the present year, proimrlv
^
s])eeches for winch I used to get ft packed for shipment at Lansing or Detroit as tite, soon regained. Analysis of sub- i
chewing.
stances supposed t«> contah. the
d,,TTor b.T Rnd ^'^onjus.
luugh or H round of applsuso yon h«vo
tion of tobacco in

..
rZrZ^£t;
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whv’hi i\ nf
’bu'iiirn cut
clean out
of Chicago,
unciean
out, and
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Dayton. The

Chicago

man

from

called for

his mail and received four letters.The

Dayton man cnnle

Up and wanted

the

i

•

A

of
stuff
,

,

Rec.r^lve(|
2. The hooks
or volumes of said
heB^ctary
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the
*

was

poison

demonstrated absence of any, and

thut

it

general nifc, niedioc
rity U* trays itsi4f in the first line or tho

work uBngRfl8t6d
<‘m<)nHiral0,‘ ft,,KPn(’e
aTv> aiK*diwa«'vaH
Bright’s

|now

that 131 never

n

m

oflookingroM^^

von

in
their pmto
place aou
in ineir
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a lot of moralizing
caused the symptom*. Other cases,
be able to do anything auppiiud and distributed as herein iH-fon ni< n- , presentingsimilar symptoms, have been
with. If yon han’t give me something
;STl!«£n oi^id-paMo
.»•«“« <* «'•«'•>»«l'l'osnl to he
to get a laugh out of I won’t ..lav the
.....
; e|)nlemic mfluonza. Perha]* !f pliysi,
7
ii »» cm
' Bsc. a- The price to l>c paid by the State for cians made careful examinationof the
pait, that s all. nhakspeare shoiss | uaiii works abau be $2,50 porvohimQ, to !><• paid excretion from tho kidnevs in such cases
how he has ehangod the nature of the ^cSutST^'^n'The wa^ntof'urAmla I ^ m»T loa.1 to useful knowledge recharacter,and argues that to make Po- i ^ (,.eneral out of any moncya in the State , spectingthe disease now prevalont. One
lonius n comic role would destroy
i I'l'vaioiw «forU that such examina-

Columbus (Ohio) hotel, have given me

So did H. G. Chamberlain,

lie
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places ,roto
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Thc Beauty of Plain Living.
If We would think, speak, and act

,

courageously,— with a certain hatdy directness— tiny regime of our life must
partake of courage and hardihood.
discovered that both were traveling
do not; gather sound, wintering fruit
agents dor agricultural machinery firms; design of the phy in its new form. But ^ That the bill will beemne a law in fondly lenco of partkl suppression,showed
.. hut from rugged trees,,
from , vines,
ai5tLI,ortiolii 0f
sence of allmmen. >’
tough ami rough of bark, with northneither had over heard of the other, and the actor will not yield, and
, most to do with compiled law's, for
'
•>»«.,»
i i«Tiii, ,i .q
« i*
i
^ue c^eof measles was found among bide growth of hibernal lichen, vye do
Inith hapjiened to arrive at Columbus peare, his patience utterly exhausted, pressing necessity for u new compilation,
..it'
ii i ... -, ...
, which was so stropgly urged t Wo years ago, : immigrants arriving at Port Huron dur- not lif for tho heroin games by pursuing
80
and in the same hotel at the same time. says; “Well, have it yotir own way and ^'^uwaH
greater now. The one in present ing week ending Feb.
‘ such drill as they can give Us at Bythe times
times by
Not the remotest relationshipof each speak the old text, but, for heaven’s use has become badly
badlv behind
behind the
Henry B. Bakkr, Beo’y. j baiis. Experience is some relativeof
sake, use mine in the first act.” This ; leven'i^
—
i tlio iiiiisoH. We shake our heads dubiotlier could be traced.
is settled upon, and that is how Poloni- ' printed supply of even that .is exhausted.
A History of 0|tr
ously when the hard who never tasted
work is already
In the days of the pike rortds in Ohio
i8^,auiithc.sec(^oa,>
be ready wrtthin
««4
ia
! been
been appointed bv Congre88*’'to confe? Hiimes lo launch on
there were two rival roads running into
and wise old gentleman, giving
breast his nnseaworlhycockle-shellof
senatorial vioht htiij>
j w^th General Wasliington concerning a
Dayton, one of which was built by Gen. the sagest of advice, becomes a wretchUp to this evening sixty joint votes have design fora National Hag, reported in rhymes. Humorous Aurora was heard
Hebe nek. The owner of the other,
ed “rash, intruding fool” thereafter, been taken for United states Senator and favor of a flag containing thirteen to laugh behind the hills at the hymn
hoping to divert all the trade from tho
BtUI no,’leo- rtripes,aUarnat«lvred un,l white, and composed in her praise by a belated
until ILynlet wisely kills him off. “Oh,
acolyte, who wqke not until all the
the
bbibert
invbhtio
• - ft hlup Add adorned with thirteen white
Gonefal’s road, had erected at a certain I elSf
W nB',^ s.V^-4BoUclcftrilt, 4as has not made much headway since nir last, stars. This was adopted June 14th, and sphere* of the dew had been shattered
spot a large sign 'beor ing (the words, plainly as if 1 liail‘'f>eenjikesent, and I owing to the other duties of the members of the design was carritedto the upholster-hv the wind moving over the grass and
“Nineteen miles to Dayton-— best road ertfi trace ont
Mhakspcarcanplays
tof' ‘•iluilHl to haav.0.
in all respect* ’’ Whpj^ju hohe.nc'k ebanges HimUariy^y^hHi^^ ”
HowanL Representatives Burton, Parker,1street, Fhilaaelpma, where the nm
Moderation, frugality, and simplicity
and K. B. Fisher, of the Grand Rapids AWf/v’ j tional flag was made. Hu* originul do- obtain good report not 'duly at" the
heard of
UR pn
wiye examined, and then, owing to Die in a- sign required six-pointed stars, but, mouth of the philosopher, but. from
Honest, ittid Therefore Poor.
his road, at the same spot, with the
“It agin becomes mv painful dooty to «f cirgre^SubMI
; W".
Kohh* HUggestion that five- j every nnumer of idealut Wlmt inexwipjtei^Nineteorv inties to Dayton—
anno.no* do faok dat diath lum invaded 1 at i™*"1' tl,e committeeadjourned subjet* P0,10^
*>« “ore symmetn- 1 hauatiblccapital for poetry and pauit1 t<’ lhecaI1 Ofthe
cal, the pattern was changed. This ing are the lives of shepherd and back(ktiVU'liilH tiotk wllV.i 'a iSThe road w hich
ii*6
' 1 scnurv
; lady was afterward given the position woodsman, of soldier, sailor, and tho
thus accommodated itself to the down- jUr r i.-i^’/.^i I? ^ x1'
ijime-Kiiiiumi) as uie last iiouis qi
Henutor Shaw, whose illness w as mentioned I of manufacturer of governmentflags, often desperatelycrowded mechanic.
ward tendencies of human nature, soon
«.k»
w. !».
ow
receivedilr!
dat Elder iJ/jhn SJK^oner,, of seat, but moves with very decided deliberahad, all the travel.
retainedby her children.The stars and kept tho herds of Admetns, that the
Wiucliester, A'arginny^ani no mo'. He j 4lq'|w ,olnt r„mltltlon tntr^Uc„d ln tho
stripes were first unfurled at the battle prince in disguise turned griddle-oakes
Vjirs krfo,' afn House by RepresentativeWhite, for an
Alexander Stephens lately wrote jmed dis club
df Saratoga upon the occasionof the for a erosa-grainedhouse- wife. We kiss
his interes’ in it w ife ‘unabatediup’to his amendment to increase the salary of the
surrepder of Burgdynei ‘By an act of the hero’s rough hands with zealous afto an applicant for hty autographth*t
Goverpur
from
tho
paltry
11,000
to
$‘{,000,
is
dyin’ hour./ In his death we has lost a
he could not understand the crazq good man, hut we has at de same time a measure which should, and most likely Congress, January 13, 1794, the design fection, aud if he have also required
will, commend itself to the memberHof tho
was changed so as to incorporatefifteen rough manners while undergoingthe
which seemed to possees collectors ; but gained some wahiable experience, in present LegMature, and the resolution is stripes and fifteen stars, and one star indurating phase of his fortunes, we accase w e feel like accepting it. Elder very likely to pass both House* and be subhe added: “Nor can I see whr any- man
was to lie added for every subsequent cept rough manners, too. Only let him
Spponoif believed, ifl (In motto;' Honeshr mitted to thn people, as all amendments to
the constitution muxL Jf ko, from present State admitted. / i’huii however, was be entire hero— without bo much as a
should refuse to grant so slight a fgvor
am de lies’ policy ; an’ be died poo’! Ho indications,It will mdst likely be adopted,
repealed in 1818, when the original valet to whisper aught against his claim
ns the giving of his signature to noth- loved his naybor as himself, an’ his naynumber of stripes were established, the to that high title, r What bo charms us
ing. I suspect that tji0 Refusal is -near- bur had altogether de bes’ ob it. He
stars continuingto increase as new iu those verses, of the Chaucemn Talc
hod c^Uarityfor all, an’ dat kept his
ly always an affectation,I bayo know u
States were admitted. In designing w hich describe the maidenhoodof Griapaid os ordinary boolc-keepers.
cluTren wnlout shoes an’ his wife tied
When Gov/Bogole. took the reink' cf-^gov- a flag the field should be one-third ildes?
men— wdio -were - aiUing -idly
Hmir
~down -tmr - kaliker dress fur -Sunday. erument, it was with tho feeling that “it was
ileHkk,^»4 <0 whom ‘if letter askii^for^ Hi A motto f wfis J^xcclsior,an' his Sun- not he who pardons least, but he who par- the length and cover the width of seven Hhe made her bed full hard and no thins »oft,
stripes. Of thd colors, red represents and ay nhc kept her flfther'n life on loft.
an autograph wus a tidric for tlre vnni* -day
duy dinneil was aa thin .futliAfcPia dons moat judiciously,who makes the best
It escapes not our sympathetic noGovernor v Ho he reftolreditomakea careful conrage, white, integrity,and blue
ty, who would airily ^ik^ ^he mysivT''
rtudy of the cases urged Upon him for exectice, in reading the history of Mahomet,
steadfastness, faith and love.
f ‘^Sodrkf’ ii An miner aezun, when fuel utive clemency and select at least two each
.that he ‘clouted his own cloak and cobinto i wastefboskoi ” ^Sumner yotpniv ‘
Hair aud Hands.
j
doan’t coot nutfin,folks kin ao barfut, month. He therefore pardoned two men
bled bis own oboes,’ kindled his fire,
from the 8tate_priBonat Jackson in January
Mr. Watts says in the Nineteenth and swept &i\d garnished his cave of
and two in February. Die two chosen for
pardon during the month of March are: Century: Hair is beafftiful, and Greek [yisidn. If romantic or reverential ‘infrom, known men that happened' to liff Our Home* ober oe ooah aii sj ank de Samuel Ulum, who was convictedat Burf poetry is full of allusitffi* to it and its terest attaches to thtte austere oomlilabelec : Dar Oak; twentr-seven yehrsago, of murder, and TBlueas a splendid pOssesiaonj.btft it ; tions, it must lie- because of some pure
upon- the pimpl^st cbpoumstoutial evidence,
arter winter
backed by the testimony of one man, a con- Beyer will be found* that the size of tho and permanent virtue inherent in them,
who wot t trade victed btmflkr,whodiea some tears ago.'knd head of a Gi'eek atatne is much en- Yet, possibly, we often go to disproporiprorerbslfur 'tateittapd fcottoesaurba- unde affidavit upon his death bed that ail he larged by it; it is closely confined to
tionate lengths of admiration for the
ciety of FrieUdBiibi‘1 Quakers, for.,1^2: con may make up hie mimUe feel hungry lyad testified regardingUlum i was a fie and 'the shape of the head, so as not to maexternal features of the Zero’s life. Did
prisoner knew not
* pmdMpfii
thing .of the
sho^r that in Great Britain and Ireland half de, time. ; Elder Spooner wju hon- that the
murder. Thus the unfortunateman will terially increase the size of it. ‘ Hands he feed on locusts and wild honey, or
the total number of members isl7|977l est, an’ darfore poo’. He was amscien go free after having suffered unjastly for ore not more beautiful for being small on trtie honey-dew and indk of parashus, ap’ darforo ragged. He was full twenty-sevenlong and deecriate years! and than eyes are for being big; but many
dise? How was he clothed and housed
About 25,000 scholars, adult and junior;
of mercy an’ pity an’ sympathy, an’ dar- after supposing he was to end nis life an
a modern girl would ask her fairy god- withal
o >>
are regularly under instructionby the
innocent, but condemned criminal. 'Tho
ford had do reputoshuhof bein’ weak
other is Austin Parka convicted seven years mother, if she had one, to give her eves The marvel here! bo liven, to outward dirht
Friends - in their Sabi »ath:8chools, but in do second story; I doan’ advise any ago of attempted rape in Oakland county, as big as saucers and hands as small An
Full meagrely,ia kxiffiug plain and bare,
Brown bread uud wlidluKIruit his dally fare;
very fqw of these become members of man to be wicked^ but I desire to care- and who i» dying of consumption, ’with only those of a doll, believing that the first
Hl» taper burns far hito desert night,
lessly remark dat a real goad man who a few months to live, in all human proba- cannot be too large or the last too And yet, he’s forth to greet the earliestlight.
the Booiety. This little church of 18,Ills soul 1m jocund at the morning air, '
am obleeged to turn his paper collars bility.
One of the most sensible propositions is small,. Tiny feet and hands are terms
000 members is, however, represented
Ami Hti nt I'm*'.* immortal bands ptejiare;
am shunned by society an’ laffed at by that proposed by Senator Pennington, in two constantly used by novelists in the Hirf Ixuly,only, live* the anchorite!
in Parliament by aboout ten memlFers, de world.”
little bills, In which he proposes to make it
most misleading maimer.
— The Critic.
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Thb RepublicanState Convention con
at the Academy of Music in East

m.

by
Pallor, Ker.Thomo W.lk.r JonM.

10:80 a. m., and 7:80 p.

Preaching

_

m. and was called the
..
to order by William Livingston,Jr., of
Sunday School at 12 m. Morning, SacraWayne. W. K. Gibson, of Jackson,
mental service. Evening subject, “Night
elected temporary chairman, and 8. 8. scene at the Red Sea.” All are welcome.
at 11 o’clock a.

,

'Olds, secretary.Committees on Creden-

m J

Broek, Pastor. Services at

bo‘» of

^

whtoh

member. A

I

a. m..

:80,

9

1.

D.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

>tiala and Resolutions were appointed, and

assistedby HudsonvllleLodge,

1 ^

wo

word

gentleman in the

0. O. F

making room
~sense* of
which wllfbe
.

and E. T. Bennett,

M.

a recess until 8 P.

of Bay, secretary. The

wo

port, which

re-

finest

his loss is universally felt.

County News,

8-2

convention. This

o

turbulence,

the charge was

form in

made

dodge

the committee intended to

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- the old pioneers of that section
vices at 9:30 a. rn., and 2 p. rn. The ser- I A young mtn named Benton Lowing,of

that

the plat-

on

order to prevent a cloh

G. J.

the

town, was

by Prof. G. E.

vices will be conducted

as cheap,

BERT8CH.

if

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

H.

BOONE.
26-1 f

Holland, July 28th, 1882.

DURKN.

DERVEERS

W«. VAN

killed

Meat Market,

The undersigneddesires to

call

the attention tf

the people of Hollandand vicinityto the fact that
he has purchased the

G. J.

VAN DUREN SCO., Prop's,

George-

First

lut week Thursday In the pine-

Ward Grocery House

of the northern part of this State.

ries

Rapids.

of the

justice

VAN

City

Boer, of Grand
fr T I At a “lap social" held In Berlin recently $26.B0
MethodistEplMop«l Church-Rev. T.T. wut^cnlD. It wu not ,D e„4tp ^,.1 bat
supreme court, longterm, Austin Blair George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m., | 0Dght to have been, as it was a “cold day" for
was nominated on the third ballot receiv- and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. many of the participants.
temperance issue. For the

D.

In this

FROM

Harvey Monroe, died at his residence near
Berlin last week, aged 88 years. He was one of

chiefs of sinners.”

some

led to

w

HIAR8B

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

purposes, which 1 will famish

‘

gains.

'•ported to be in a good condition,

“Christ Jesus able and willing to save the

resolutions to prepare reports and present
to the

I have the newest and beat

goods that 1 have ever introducediu this
citv. Call early and secure the best bar-

The pesch bade in the Tlelntty of Lament are

the city.

near Eighth,

Street,

spring stock,
city,

In

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:80

adopted instructingthe committee on
them

my

handsomer than
any
spring
and
summer
stock of dry
H.

First Reformed Church, (Church Bdihce) Cool,'rf"lK "m uke
Wheat In Lament, Is Buffering from the Ice
covering the fields, and (t Is said much Is being
adopted, and a resolution a. m., and 2 p. m. Subject for morning,
smothered.

Committee on Credentials submited a

for

On Market

larger and

and 2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. in. Thlrty-one loads of wheat were taken In at the
On reassembling John 8. Newbery, of Weekly prayer meeting Thund.y at 7 ;80 c«.p«..l». .ler.tor in ihr« d.,. lut w»k.
The annual charter election of the village of
Wayne, was made permanent chairman,

the conventiontook

The oldest established Stable

Liberty.

vened

Saginaw

lhe

to

v

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, March

H. B003STE,

On Saturday last, February 24, Benton
Closing Out!
morrow:
H . Lowing, second son of H. C. Lowing, Jeans, Cottouades, and all heavy WinFirst Reformed Church, (Chapel)— on*e
0f
township,
ter Dress Goods, will be “ closed out ” at
Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at WA8 buried in Georgetowncemetery,havgreatly reduced prices. Every person
8:80 a. m., and2p. m. Subject, morning, Ing been instantly killed near Manton, making $10 worth of purchases at one
“A just estimationof earthly sottows." & • ,kid while engaged in loading logs. time, will receive t valuable present of
The funeral sermon was preached by Rev. some description.Winter Cape will be
Afternoon, True
j0|m Tate. The services at the grave
•old at 25 cents and upwards. The reHope Reformed Ghurcb— Services at were conducted by GeorgetownGrange, duction in prices is made for the purpose
Religious services for

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

COR. BIGHT A FISH STREETS,

Having latelyre opened the “City Meat Market"
we kindly Invite the cltiaena

In the First Ward,

and is preparedto serve the public with ever

this city to give na a “call."

of

thing that pertains to a first-class

We Intend to keep oar market supplied with the
Charles Upson, of Branch, Subjects: Morning, “Conquering and to
Some valuable parts of the unfinished machinery beat and choicest meats that can be procured.
251; Fred A. Hooker, 1. For justice of Conquer.” Evening, Children’s Meeting. taken from the Ottawa Iron Works, of Spring
Lake, were stolen last week. The value of the
the supreme court, short term, Thomas J.
We make
brass pieces taken is about $200.
O’Brien, of Kent, had 322: Judge Howell,
The fruit growers of Grand Haven have organof Adrain, 47; George 8. Clapp, of Berised themselvesinto what is to be known hererien, 52; Edward Taggert, of Kent, 72;
after as the Grand Haven Fruitgrowers’ Assocla- 1 d Mn a8me our patronB that the Lardpnr.
Judge Dan J. Arnold of Allegan, 27 ; T. J.
The farmers are all busily engaged,us- tlon and have elected the following°fflcer«- erased of us, Is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
Ramsdell, of Manistee, 52; Charles Upson
Walter Phillips, president;O. E. Norcross,
0 j VAN DURKN & TO
ing the suow and cold weather, which president; C. E. Russell, secretary; G. R. Harris, | HoLLANDi Mich.. Feb. 15.
212. For Regent of the University,full
they predict will disappear iu a remarka- collector;O. H. Seymour, treasurer. They are to
Don’t forget the place No. 192, Eighth street,
term, Harry B. Hutchins was nominated
meet often during the season and discuss matters
blly short time.
cor. Fish.
on the third ballot, receiving 818 votes;
of importanceto fruit growers.
F. DEN UYL.
J.E. White, of Oceana, 222; Theodore The people of this vicinity have been
Holland, Mich., April 24,
12-ly.
News from Neighboring Towns,
Nelson, of Gratiot, 7; J. U. Jones, 2. greatly amused aud interestedby the coming 846 votes

:

GROCERY

CORRESPONDENCE.
VENTURA.

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

vice

1883.

GIVE ME A CALL.

AYER’S

Mr. D. Smith, of Salem, butchered a hog last
For Regent, for short term, Joseph C. muoicatious that appeared iu the News
recently. We were rather disappointed week which weighed,when dressed, 577 pounds.
Jones, of Saginaw, was nominated on the
first

ballot, receiving333 votes: J. E. that they stopped so abruptly.

I

ried.

and

^

none so trifled with by the majority of suffer-

The ordinarycough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor unconsciousexposure, Is often but the beginningof a fatal
sickness. Aykb's Cherry Pectoral has
well proven its efficacyIn a forty years’ fight
with throat and long diseases,and should be
taken In all cases withoutdelay.
ers.

fifty thousand feet of

A. Hardy, hotel-keeper, of Bnrnip’s Corners,is
expected to sell his propertyin the village to
Averill A Sterling,of Dorr. The purchase price
is $5,000.Mr. Hardy will then move upon his

downMmo b^uiol shade trees on the
1866. iM1 o( Mr G w. Jocelyn. If he

The bridge across Rabbit

Ihe

State

a

river, at Burnlp’a

«««ed

.
by

. *

J

_

"ho hM

State of Michigan for railroad

a

^

Corners, recently gave out. It

1'“a'8t,T
Mu-

<iied l88t

Horace Fairbbother.”

Peter Caulkett, last Tuesday. There were seven
carcases,weighingtogether 8.269 ponnds. The respective weights were 409, 443. 454 , 464, 457, 506,
and 336 ponnds, making an average for each of
467 pounds. The hogs were of Poland-Chlna

March 4. 1879, a> deaignated in eaid acts
from Grand Haven

of
entitled
mQch lead

a bill

of
or
Mate of

March

approved Jnne 8,

1856

for

fr|end llle olber day,

a

Lnded

bona

187», to convey the title to

4,

breed, coming from stock bought of J. A. Ander-

I

lbe

Michigan for railroad pnrposeeby tbe acta
of congrees,

nni

son, of Otsego, and C. W. Jones, of Richland,
feW .nd were from one year to twenty-two month.
have re90,red t0mini8ter' Mr*HUI,lve8i itAover.
old. Mr. Kent received $7.65 per hundred— $249.46
hea(] one ot
conTertJ remarli l0

disnosition
disposition

certaio of the laoda granted to the

*

Rj^vival meetings are being held by our

to Flint, in the State

Michigan. And Ihen came
“A
bill to nrovide for the
A bill
to provide for tbe

ffietin

had

..lhllt Ue

rather

sale
I

jSpmal HotifM.

fide aettlers and purchasers; to regal**. idea, of Heaven, but donbtleu it waaall
discharge, and refund certain back taiec c]ear in th8 milld o( lhe young conTert
thereon, and to provide for the farther

thereof.” There

ii a

A M.

lands

Try
any

I do not arrogate to myself

our

new brands

of Cigars:

special I P*aD. Macatawa, Yerba Santa, and

and

are now endeavoringto get valid titles for in this direction

faith.

what they have paid
io

good

two

for

or three

is

of

times to the fruit grower as

as

great advantage

to

aoy other class

of producers, or in fact,

|

any other

Byhalta, Miss.,April

The theories of most men are not
The joint resolution for submittingto practicable.What it wanted is the exness.

the people a constitutionalamendment fix- j perience of practicalmen and

of Holland, Michigan,
March 1, 1888.
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and
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It
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Sold by all Druggista.

A

TJ

fit free. No risk. Everything
Capital not required. We will furnish you
everything.Many are making fortunes.Ladles
make as much as men, and hoys and girta make
great pay. Reader, If you want boilnese at which
yon can make great pay all tba time, write for
particulars to H. HALLETT A CO., Portland,

new.
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Farmers and

and

-

Woodsmen.

prevailed in the .house by a vote of 67 to Pomologlcal Society, whose discussions

and

two-thirds.

embraced every phase of fruit culture,
Proposals must be addressed to the
—
have naturally acquireda good pomologi- Common Council of the City of Holland,
A littlebefore seven o’clock on Fridav 041 library, and K will be a pleasure to Gorged “Proposalsfor Building Engine
evpnintF i«qt wh.ta plr r^lu fl
10 ani8mer ,IK Jue*li0“8’10tbe best House,” end be accompanied with the
evening last, while Prof. Lewis Swift, Di- 1 of my ability, which any df your readers | Dame9 of lwo responsible persons
factor of tbe Warner Obierratory,Rochet- may wish to aak. Not for tbe rake of ,uret|e,| in an amoubi equal to the cost of
16, exactly the necessary

I,*
N. Y.,

wu

In

, j.by,
:

nooning tbe we*lern
*

he discovered a brilliant comet located

ward and

la

very bright. Thia i» the first

also the fint discovery

uy

made by means

Council reserves,
City

Markham.

Byroi/

Mrs. Gee U in Jackson Co.,

visiting

Active business men need not be
in these days, that printer's ink it t

They

Robbie Hughes, son of James Hughes,
died last Tuesday, at 6 p. m., ot brain

myth.

Wm. Whipple, Jr.,

„
Mrs.

7l,hu

miiyhfUr

is quite

have learned that, iu very truth,
nUght’ bT
the “nen ta
„ fwJ» be impfOflng.
.
the “pen is mightier than the aword.”

Tb.

large., merchant,!,boura,

on

our

The undersigneddesires to clothe a
lion, If not all, of tbo

fever,

I

.

^

r.

.

.

an(j gometiiing

motto
I

por-

population,of the

1 -----1

cheap. Remember

“We want to

tell

Sail, faction guaranteed.

It

Ifl

is

now

Like

We

can #t

uy

recov-

compare

in fit to

,„4

in the

Holland

.

Elm

----

Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Beading BolU 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolto, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 90 inches long.
For making contracts or further in.

fonu.Uon.p^^x^^Fratery.
or to G.

Van Patten A

Bona1 store.

-tf

-rrrr-vTfrvNT»
vV IN 1

-$

QQO

Furnishing Goods.

Gloves, Collars, Laces,
Ruches, Coreets, Bustles Hoop

Skirt*, flair Goods, Knit
Goodi, Zephyr, Cardboard,KmtingSilk, Fur Trimmmg,

the

E

meraage
language.

(ot printing tbe

-

1

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

FALL AND

Ladies’

Tbe son

the

--- >
purpose.

^

1882.

Oak

MILLINERY AND

anything that can be pro*

world around you, renew your complexion 1 Sra* Mrt bF^k#Vftlpjf.mTbe,| mV? | pitrouage'of the^utVremiJn!’ ®eDerou*
invigorate your powers, cleanse the chan- married Frank Is io far recoveredss to be
Yours respectfully,
nels of life. Ayer's Sarsaparilla is
a8i*n*
JOHN A. ROOST.
Holland, Mich, March 1, 1888.
means to use for this
Dr. B.
Godfrey reports a ereat
1 amount of .sickness in end around Hud- Dennis Schram, of Grand Rapids, gets 80nvll!e* much that he hardly gets time
New Maple Sugar. New canned goods,

-

----

onr old

Spring. A resurrectionof nature's

latent forces Is taking place.

-

1882,

14,

We will buy all the Btave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

the cheapest.”

a knowl- having had their engine oat for repairs, man, youth, boy or child, of ptoper proedge of their business to the doors of the Mr. George Desamore Is down sick portions, (rom our large and well selected
people by generous advertising. ^ with what at tint looked like a case of assortment; and warrant good suits to

He

houn.

cheerfUilyahown.u I aim to please

Holland, Mich., Dec.

continent, are those who bring

accidental poisoning.

are

City of Holland, with something good

ill

God-

|

Goods

Notice to the Public.

|

told,

ssrved In every style st all

CITY BAKERY.

now telucopcof the Warner Obaer- Cukrt & Brnnett are running their
vatory, which is the largest private tele- mill every day.

world.

Clerk, cigars, Tobaccos, Candies tB Nuts.

other kinds of uuts just received at the

I

of the

scope in the

the

Oranges, Lemons, Figs, Dates, Spanish
Chestnuts, Hickory nuts, aud ail the

HUDSONVILLE.

comet discovered during the present year
and

W

the building.
8np«Hority or for
show, but because I think it might lead
The Common
in «hinh nn nn«

The new comet ii moving east-

Beta,

PHOTO ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
CHECKER, CHESS BOARDS,
POCKET BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,
MUSICAL BOXES, ETC.

nf

m

ter,

**-'7

ATTENTION

superintendent of instruction,$2,000;
1,000; sec??? uU..1 1 B00™®. 10
built on the south side of |
111411
ratarv nf atatp si
’OT..i have been practicallyengaged io the busi- Eighth street, on the East 52 feet of lot ,
’
, * ww
for twelve years, for four years I was
35 CUvof Holland. Plans
I have received a large and well selected stock
$2,000; auditor-general, $2,000. The bill Becrct ary of tbe Saugatuck and
city Clerk’s ^ 111

1 km.
. ^

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

REST

.

TTTW

Chance for Bargains,

not. Ilfs ts sweeping by, go and
dare before yon die, something
mighty and anblime leave behind to conquer time." 66 a
week in yonr own town. $5oot-

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.iLowel^Mati.

|ake

'

etc.

Hollaed, Jan. 25th. 1888.

PREPARED BY

mittee of the whole, after having been 8U^a
a0?
grievously buffeted about for many days. f,ro7erJin l?19 vlcl“,ly w,,1
°f ials necessary to construct and fully coin
Thf> aninripa nnmpri
* 8ka be most happy to co-operate pj ete tb0 erections of a two story brick]
The salaries named are as follows. Gov- with them. Although as I said, I have as building with Hose Tower, to be used for
ernor, $2,500 ; state treasurer, $2,000; I yet very little kT^neledgtof the subject, my 1 an Engine House and Commoo Council

..

is the

1882.

not already beyond the control of medicine.

m

p

6,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
wiU alwoyt cure when the disease is

by the use of

Wednesday,March 21, 1883:
For furnishing all the labor and mater-

untj| g

Now

No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs existswhich cannot he greatly relieved

I

good re-

HATS and CAPS,

but for its use I should longsincehave died
from lung troubles. E. Braodon.”
Palestine, Texu, April 22, 1882.

women. I
Sealed proposals will be received by tbe
your paper Common Council of the City of Holland,

ing the salary of governor and state offl- believe, Mr. Editor, that
ccrs has been agreed to in the house com- might be made the medium of

1°

Cm

COTTON FLANNELS,

“ I cannot uy enough In praise of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral, believing u I do that

Proposals for Building an
Engine House and Common Council Rooms.

busi-

WOOLEN FLANNELS,

Pectoral.

Adams

JOHN PESS1NK.

but I do think an interchange of thought

DRESS GOODS,

“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no suocess. I wu cured by the use of Ayer’s Cherry
Joseph Walden.”

Olym

coanties who have been hugger-muggered I knowledge of the subject of fruit culture, I Express, all very fine cigars,
about their possessoins long enough,

HOSIERY,

tried.

City Bakery, only 20 cts. per pound.

LAKETOWN.

men on the
in Moskegon and Ottawa

>

-^consisting of^*-*

I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
in my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds ws have ever
A. J. Cram.”
Lake Crystal, Minn., March IX, 1882.

Nice fresh Taffy made every day at the

Zzkk.

GOODS

“

world of meaning in

those titles to a hoet ot honest
D.

the load.— Goaefta.

at-

the laat dance with him until they
UeaTen „ Tbil
my

m

Croup. — A Mother's Tribute.
“While in the countrylast winter my little
boy, three years old, wu taken 111 with croup;
It seemed u if he would die from strangulation. One of tbe family suggestedthe use
of Aykb's Cherry Pectoral,r bottle of
which wu always kept In the nouse. This
wu tried in small And frequentdoses, and
to our delight in leu than half an hoar the
little patient wu breathing easily. The doctor said that the Cherry Pectoral had
saved my darling’s Life. Can yon wonder at
our gratitude? Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Emma Grottey."
159 West 128th 8t., New York, May 16, 1881

'

m

For the next thirty days, we will “close
out” our entire stock of

Rockingham, Vt., July 15, 1882.

this season, was sold by J, E. Kent, of Watson, to

i'6"8'
KHa has passed to that better land,
Where sickness and death are no more,

.
act Of congress of Jone 8, 1856,

toral, which relievedmy longs, induced
sleep, and affordedme the rest necessary
for the recoveryof my strength. By the
continued use of the Pectoral a permanent cure was effected.1 am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.

The heaviest load of hogs marketed in Allegan

8ick f“r

a.

CLOSING OUT!!

A Terrible Cough Cured.

. .4

the
“P1'0".
.purpoaea,
7
and

of tax
upon certain lands granted to

bill to provide for the adlnalment

Examinationswill commence promptlyat 9

Testimonials of good moral character required.
By order of the Board,
JAB. F. ZWEMER, Sec’y.
Spring Lake, Jan. 81, 1888.

In 1857 1 took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. I had a terriblecoughed passed
night after night withoutsleep. The doctors
gave me up. 1 tried Aykb’s Cherry Pec-

waa a new, expenof Michigan, and to Ventara youlb9 prId6 themselvea upon sive bridge and It seems to have been throogh
neglectthat It tailed. Mr. Castor with his mill
confirm title thereto to bona fide pur- belter Savior,
men immedlstaly stretchedanother across the
chasers, and to provide for the farther
„..
stream, over which his logs are drawn.
•ale thereof. Thia bill -»e followed by
Mb. Klaae Lapp, oga’e daughter, Ella,
In

Zeeland, April 6,. 1888.

“

farm, half a mile west of the centre.

,

„

‘ ^

choice white oak ship
timber to the Kalamazoo river for O. R. Johnson
A Co., of Ssogatuck.

and March 4, 187», upon a route from hM, been
lhi he wou,d hsye de9errcd
Grand Haven to Flint, and thence to Port chMtl8emenl) but j am g]ad 10 8ay lba|
Huron,

The Board of School Examiners of Ottawa Co.,
meet to examine applicants to teach in the
public schoolsof uld county, at the following
places and time:
Coopersvllle, March 28, 1888.
Grand Haven, March 30, 1888.
will

No other complaints are so InsidiousIn their
attack as those affectingthe throat and longs:

C. 8. Bond, of Overisel, has hauled one hundred

to the State of Michigan for railroad put8.

NOTICE.

Castor's mill In Salem, is running at its full

Our Sunday School is very well at.
White, of Oceana, received 173. The
motion to adjourn was voted down by a tended in epite of the inclemency of the
decided majority,but was declared car- weather. Last Sunday the teacher of the
I Bible class presented her pupils with
some beautiful cards for good behavior
Representative Yau Loo, of this 1 and attention during services,
county, has introduceda bill to provide) qnb 0f our age(j cjtjzen8 committed a
for the dUpoeition of certain lende granted rulbles3actj, ,ew dty8 ag0i by cutting
posee, by acta of congres. of June

1882.

Cherry Pectoral

capacity and Is turning out lumber and shingles

Store

Governor,

|

aQd

a general

SESJE?

epidemic of bad colds.

the

aud

a

good many new

articles

received at

CITY BAKERY.

Beaver, Ulster Cloth, black and colored, Jackets,

Dolmans, Fur
A

lined Ciroulara.

assortment of the latert Hats, Bonnets,and Turbaw, Bird*
Feathers, and Plumes, Dreai Silk, Batin, Plush Velvht, Crape, etc.
full

L &

S.

VAN DENHOIaXiA
BERGE,
MIOH.

EIGHTH STREET,

ISTXJ,

Master Henry Koenigsburg, of

.

JOTTINGS.

mazoo,

We

Kala-

city. They will undoubtedly have a

this

How

John A.

do you like the spring weather ?

Roost has something to say in

our Special Notices this

The Annual Charter Election

hand.
Mr.

prosperous career in our midst.

The

to re'ad it.

the city this week, h witness in the Jordon

to the

A great many of

last

Sabbath was postponed on

IveMl
The Common Council have adve^lse^
account of the “bad going.” The meetfor bids for the building of a city hair
bainand
however, will take place on to-morengine house in the First Ward. Success

land case.

enterprise.

our people took a

^

evening.

A large new
ai

locomotive has just been

the Chicago and West Mich. R’y

steps toward submitting to the people shops in Muskegon, the

first

slippery condition of our sidewalks.

P

taken the built

Our Common Council have

tumble last Saturday. The cause was the

of this city, at the coming charter election,

A delegationfrom the K. 0. T. M. of the question of water work.
Saugatuck, is expected to be present at
List of letters remaining in the post
the “Calico Party” next Thursday evenoffice at Holland,Mich., March 1st, 1888.

first

ever made in

Western Michigan. It will be used as a
fnight engine and will shortly be completed. Her number is 44.

-

-*«»’

-

The prominent feature of the K. O. T. M.
party next Thursday evening being the
F. Assenk, H. Baker, Miss Jane Cole. Dr.
We noticed twenty-three loads of wheat 8. L. Morris 8. A. Pattee, Henry Peterson. calico costumes worn by the ladies, the
committee has very appropriatelyused
in waiting to discharge the wheat at the
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
calico to print the invitations and proreceivingelevator of the Standard Roller
Mills on last Thursday.
The following “trio” was made by the grammes on, which gives the printing a
members of the Reformed Church of novel appearance.

ing.
The

Church on yesterday afternoon. We are
unable to give our readers the nature of

Zeeland, at a meeting held recently: Rev.

Van

of

bouth Holland,

Ess, of

New Holland; J.
111.;

To-day County Clerk Turner will be

and E. Winter, of the morning until 8 o’clock in the

Pella, Iowa.

business transacted.

noon, for the purpose of giving
foreigners

The

Eugene J.

Hall, on

last, was well

Wednesday evening

Ww

received. It

(he

first

of the kind ever given here, and helped to

the

up the variety of entertainmentsof

course.

We

The

poetical entertainmentgiven by

___

is

at

Kren|er, Esquire Post’s office from 11 o’clock in

originalityof Eugene Hall’s poems

remarkable. His third book of poems

who

all those

-

declare their intention o(

-

becoming citi-

zens of these United States.

have received a copy of the Peda-

Which we

will engage in businessfor himselfin the

SWLX

Catarrh.

‘Catarrh Car*,"
Mrioaa msm. Oar
Ftiuat fyrti>«« Invaluablefor oae In c»
torrtalaffwtfcma,la simple and inexpensive.
OoldtnHttd, fce. Oar

'

mdiar prepared to bmI

mom

E

J

tremlngoomphlnh aatho Bxtraot.

Hemorrhages. 1£ru&r
Stomach, Voea, or fromanycause,iaspoedlly controlledand stopped.

BlfflSSWMw
mrowndMp

who

UC

£TtrTct.

.

Letters have been received from Rev.
K. Kimura, of Tokio, by the last
steamer from Japan. They bring the
cheering news that Mr. K’s wife has

em

braced Christianityand has been baptized
in the

church of Shitya by

Kindly greetings are

sent

Holland.
Mr. R. Kanters

A
and his son, Mr. A. M

Y. They

N.

Prof. E. P. Potter
come

We have

received

a copy

ceedings of the Board

report that they can

constructa breakwater on the shore of

We

of

of the ProSupervisors.

to our city

from

who has

recently

the East is

a

first-

class tuner of musical instruments. Any-

cures

one desiring an organ or piano tuned or

Orders left at

dently been the “groat effort” \n Bro.

Wasson career as

a printer,and we should

not discouragehim. Butter success next

time Wasson.

Lake Erie that will securely protect the

We

this office

or

at

also hsve several cheaper Grades.

of every kind, representingleyeral aeries of the
Detroit and other prominent works. In this line
we hold several second-handstovea which can be
had very cheap. In

Cooking Stoyes
Ws

also take the lead and representold and reli-

able Companies that warrant their work.
ecting from a paper to nil an order at

age of Hope Reformed Church will

sortment of ranges never before represented iothle

town. We
the

In

vitality. It is

Prof. Potter„ may be seen at the

tract of Sarsaparilla

Thomas Palmer, of

Detroit, was electch

lecture course entertainment,was the and there is no question but they will give
orchestra music furnished by some of our a very fine program, as they handle a
local musicians,

better class of music than

On

this ballot the vote stood;

the lutianunatoryRheumatism, with which
1 have suffered for many years.
w. H. Moore.”

Durham,

Palmer, 40;

the auspices of Crescent Tent, K. O. T.

M

2.

1

had received a majority

1

E. F. Harris.”
River St., Buckland, Mass., May 18, 1882.

and was soon extinguished by the tannery cboreau art is, that the ladies will be missioner A. Visscher, in his office in this
men and other citizenswho were near by. dressed in costumes made of calico. A city, in a suit pending in this county in

James Maynard.”
620 West 42d St., New York, July 19, 1882.

We

are enabled

to

few additional particulars in regard
addition that is

to

is

give our readers a

made

to

to the

foundation

is

to be of

building Is

Park As

sociatlon are quietly but efficiently, at

with a sheet-

iron covering. The dimensions of the
addition is 42x48 feet. Thei^ 'will be a

Orleans L. Jordon and

others, as defendants.

Among
B.

ment of the

consider necessary, for the proper accomo-

Gardner

to

title to these

is claimed

genuine, they claiming for themselvesall

R.

KANTERS

&

SONS.

Mich.
FENCE WIRE,
Holland,

.•

Barbed and plain of five different kinds, ten per
cent below Grand Rapids prices st

R.

KANTERS & SONS.
for the Brinkerhof

Exclusive Salt hen
Patent Wire.

WARD

FIRST

DRUG STORE.
I!
-Sncceieors to-

Schonten

prepared by

Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.

Schepers

the patronage of all the old customers and a*
many new ones aa may see fit to patronise us.|
.

PRESCRIPTIONS
CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cures Scrotala
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysipelas, Eczema, Ringworm, Blotches,
Sores, Boils, Tumors, and Eruptions of
the Skin. It clears the blood of all Impurities, aids digestion, stimulates the action of
the bowels,and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.

&

We wonld respectfullyInform the ettlasns of tbii
city and vicinity,that we shall endeavor to merit

DR. L.

,

SCHIPHORST,

Graduateof the Universityof Leiden, will be prepared, at all hours of the day or night, to attend
to

patients.

MR. A. HUIZINGA, Prescription
ployed by the old firm will
employ.

still

Clerk em-

continue in oar

SCHEPERS & SCHIPHORST.

Sold by all Druggists; prioe91,six bottles,96.

Holland. Mich., August

the complainants,to be

Otto Breyman R.

81,

1888.

80-ly

Gardner ever had in these lands.

Jewelry. Watches

WYNHOFF

EIGHTH STREET.

-Dealer in-

they in turn claim to be entitled to all the
interests

keep op onr stock

to

of all siaes at all times.

signature,

Park during the coming season. At the

by

Full Assortment

reassign-

lands from one

Edward Cole. This

greatest

blood medicine in the world.

Gordon

dation of a large number of visitors at the

steamer to run between the Park and this

chinery that is to be put In consists of a

think your Sarsaparilla the

Dr. J. C.

a paper purportingto be a

work making such arrangements as they

empty
was appointed Superintendent. The new
and 100 tons of feed. The ma-

1,000 to 1,200 barrelsof flour, 1,000

"

questions involved, is one of the

genuinenessof the signature of
to

the

annual election the officersof last year the rights under the assignment. The
were all re-elected,and Mr. U. D. Post defendants contend it to be a forgery as

storage capacity for 8,000 bushejffpf wheat,

barrels,

learn that the Macatawa

and

plainants,

some

building above the

wood

Loren Day and Luman Jennison,as com-

many

We

to be three stories high with a foundation

of white stone. The

placed at $1.00; Supper 75 cents per

couple.

the Standard

The

Roller Mills this spring.

bill

rr

ever offered to the public.

lAst March I was so weak from general debilitythat I could not walk without
help. Following the advice of a friend, I
commenced taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
and before I had used three bottles I felt
as well as I ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two months, and

Hotel by mine host Jas. Ryder. The

SONS.

severe that I could not

Last Thursday afternoon our citizens have nearly completed their labors. The votes in convention, hence was the regular
were startled by an alarm of fire, the first music, as we stated in our last issue, will nominee of the Republican caucus. The
above facts we learn from a telegram rewe have had for many months. The fire be furnished by Squire’s celebrated string
ceived in this city on yesterday morning.
proved to be in the house occupied by Mr. band, of Grand Rapids. The most interMartin Kleyn, near the Cappon Tannery, esting feature, for lovers of the terpsiTestimonyis being taken before Com-

very slight, and fully covered by insurance.

1

&

a

ofNallson hand and Intend

cures It has effectedin this vicinity convince me that it Is the best blood medicine

was carried on on the ground that Palmer

fire departmentwas promptly on
prize of $2 will be given the lady wearing which the title to the so-calledBlendon
hand, but their services were not needed. the neatest appearing calico dress. The Lumber Company lands, comprising about
The loss on the building and contents was supper will be provided at the Phoenix 5,000 acres, is involved. The litigants are

have

was completelycured. 1 have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism since.
Have sold large quantities of your
Sarsaparilla,and it still retains Ita
wonderful popularity.The many notable

headed by Representative Harknesa, and

Our

still

1882.

bed, or dress, without help.
1 tried several remedies without much If
any relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of which 1

Neces-

Republican

KANTERS

"Eight years ago I had an attack of

sary fora choice 61. The stampede was

of the

March 2,

move from the

their votes with the following result:
Palmer, 75; Stout, 43; Ferry

la.,

Rheumatism so

Stout 42; Crosby, 20; balance scattering.

we

Gee. We fancy the wishes of tomed to
a very large portion of the patrons of We shall endeavor to give more details in
Lyceum Hall would be gratified, if the our next issue.
musical young men of our city would
The committee In charge of the arrangeform themselves into a first-classorchestra,
ments
for the party to be given in Lyceum
and we know of no good reason why it
Hall, on the evening of March 8th, um’er
should not be done.
Dr. D. M.

weakened

Inflammatory Rheumatism Cured.
"AVer’s Sarsaparillabas cured me of

are accus- After the countingof the vote a stampede
hear from our local musicians. took place and members generally changed

under the leadershipof

We

puritlerand blood-food that can be used.

/

com-

Nails! Nails!

;

a highly concentrated exand other bloodpurifying roots, combined with Iodide
of Potassiumand Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable,aud most economical blood-

latter

shore from the western storms, and that another concert at Lyceum Hall given by
United States Senator on the 82nd balloi
their plans were very much thought of by home talent. It is the same “trio” that
of the State Legislature on last Tburs
the engineer of the railroad for which the>
gave such good satisfactionat the concert day, at the evening session.The ballots
work is to
this season for the benefit of Dr. Gee’s to and including the 82nd were the same as
One of the pleasant features of the last Musical Class. They are practicing now, the previous ones taken during this week.

be.

city.
R.

disorders caused by a thin and Impover-

ceive prompt attention.For the present

place.

understand that we are soon to have

respectfallyInvite purchasers to

pare merita and pricea of oar goods with say other

Rhenmatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-

eases originating in poor blood and

sel-

Indefi-

from-from the cheapest cooking stove to an as-

enrichingand renewing the blood, and restoring its vitalizing power.
During a long period of unparalleledusefulness, AVer's Sarsaparilla has proven
its perfect adaptationto the cure of all dis-

re-

No

an

nite time In the future, hat the goods to aelect

expelling the blood-poisons from the system,

the parson-

Ideel”

In Parlor Wood Stoves we have a large variety

lnhaleKGIa»e50c.)1.00

ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood

are not disappointedat the

*

we have

New

‘The

tic Gout, General Debility,Catarrh, and
all

33 Xj

Besides the above

Sarsaparilla

workmanrepaired will do well to apply to him.
Dr. Verbeek. ship. The pamphlet is printed on good
to friends in calendered paper and that is the best Some of our familieshave already employed him. He gives good satisfaction.
thing we can say for it This job has evi-

Kanters, returned last Saturday from Buffalo,

they conducted the entertainment.

AND

than any other stove.

We

in bulhorbynoaeurt.

ewouLTiM aot> Toxnrr araous.
POND'S EXTRACT .......... 50c., $1-00, S1.75.
Toilet Cream- ....... 1.00 CittrrhCure ..... 75
Dentifrice-.......... 50 Platter ........... 25

done splendidly and the teachersdeserve chases, as from his large aud varied stock
great praise for the manner in which of goods, you cannot fail to be suited.

desire them.

jewel

Warranted to oxcell anythingelse In the market
economy and beauty; regulates eaaltr, burns He
fuel cleaner and distributes the beat more evenly

AYER’S

sell tickets to all

IMS

which Is an entirely new design in Parlor Coal
Stoves,matching the latest styles in fnrnltare.

win*.

•told

of the

for

-

and

anmbera

of the Detroit Stove Works,

War Pllea* Bllad, BleeJIai ar IiehU*, tt h the greateetknown remedy.
CauiUm.— POND'S EXTRACT Ut been (mitaUd. The wnufue hat the writ u POND'S
EXTRA CT 'blown in theglate, anienf pietwre

Up Selva ......... .. 25

Kalamazoo. This

reasonable pricss and tarns of

pattern

The choir of Hope Reformed Church store lately vacated by Mr. John Dfiurse- Toilet SoapttCakee).50 Ntesl Syringe..— 25
paper is devoted to educationalinterests did excellent work last Sunday. Their ma. Mr. Steketee is a young and euer,
Ointment ........... 50 Mediated Piper— 25
Family Syringe, $1.00generally and is a very sprightlyand in- opening song in the evening was much ad- getic business man and we wish him
terestingsheet. We understand that Mr. mired. The organist being sick, Prof. E. abundant success in his business.
IlSflSphS? Jbf<?
8. Wesselius, formerly a student at Hope P. Potter, the recently elected chorister,
We call the attention of our readers this
College, is the managing editor.
filled her place at the organ. His fin#
week, to the new advertisementof Mr. E.
'pond’s EXTRACT CO.,
playing attracted much attention. /
J. Harrington, who has a large and very
14 West 14th St, New York.
The Committee of Arrangements, ap—
fine
stock
of
Clothing,
Boots
and
Shoes,
Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.
pointed by the Holland Soldier’s Union
We forgot to mention in our last issue,
that the school entertainment came off which he will sell regardless of cost. If
for the purpose having a banquet, in
form us that they are progressingfinely accordingto announcement, and that in you desire to secure good bargains now Is
with their work. Members of the Union spite of the inclement weather a large your opportunity. Don't fail to call on
will call on our people during next week, audience were present. The children Mr. Harringtonbefore making your pur-

gogue, published at

offer at

payment.
Oar line comprtseelall the

trade-mark on

many Lands” Is now
f
We take pleasure this week in an-:
in the publishers bauds. His former
volume “Lyrics of Homeland” has met nouncing that Mr. B. Steketee,who has
with an immense sale, over 9,000 copies for a number of years been a clerk In the
employ of P. & A. Steketee of this qity,
being sold last season.
entitled“Legends of

and Coal Stoves,

after-

desire, an opportunityto

Wood

Parlor

THE WONDETOF HEALING!

Classis of Holland met in Special
B.

PaHor Stoves

A& 1 4
y

^

session in the consistory room of the Third

make

gPISS)

Children’smeeting at the M. E.

Church on
Herder, of Zeeland, was in

_

Don’t fall

<

Den

J.

is near at

week.

are informed that two of our vetet-

inary surgeons have established offices In

is visiting his parents in this city.

We

have added a complete stockjof

her engine and boiler in and As it is of much importance to either side
new flour packer and several Caldwell
her cabin work nearly ready. Her ma- to establishthe genuinenessor forgery ot
conveyor! for wheat and feed. The exchinery and boiler are new and first-class, this instrument, considerable expert testichange business will also be dsne in this
and with abundant powe/, and it will take mony is being taken, which in turn is
QENT8' FURNISHING GOODS.
part of the mill.
a fast boat to get away from her. Bhe wil
being subjectedto the severestkind of
Last Wednesday a writ of error was be 110 feet long, can carry 500 passengers, cross examination.Several days have Silrerrui, Plata!, and Faacj Soodt Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarnsfiled in the Kalamazoo Circuit Court in and may be depended upon to run regular- already been taken up in this way, and we
Etc., Btc.£whlch ws offer for sale st yen low
the case of the notorious Dan Van Wagon- ly, connecting'withall trains on the Chi- understand that the taking of testimony
prices. Oar motto Is: “quick Mies: end fimsn
I have engaged
ok aged the services of Mr. ft.
Profits.”
er, sentencedfrom that court in 1876 to cago and West Michigan Railway. As will be resumed again next week.
H. Reynolds,
Ida, of
of Chicago, an expert
Ws have received a large stock of
forty-five yean in Ionia prison for assahlt soon as the ice leaves the lake she wil
The complainants are here represented mechanic, who will do the repairing of
with intent to commit murder, and who make'her appearancehere. Contracts are by A. G. Adsit, of Grand Rapids, in be- watches, ao that onr work can be war&
half of John C. Fritzgerald, and bv 8. L. ranted.
has several times escaped but been re completed,and work already commenced
Lowing, of Grand Haven. The defendcaptured. The point relied on is that the on the enlargementand completion of the ants are representedby O. L. Jordon, in
replenished, kept fresh and fall.
record does not show that the judge took Hotel. Its capacity will be nearly person. As many of these lands are
All
the
Goods
are
warranted
measures to satisfy himself that the plea, of doubled, and Itg convenienceand comfort actnal possession of persons who ho
0 U(R
their title under the various claimants, the
to he just as represented.
guilty waa voluntary, the arralgnm jht, plea, will be much more than doubled. The
city has

DIAMONDS,

DRY GOODS,

CLOAKS

AJTQ FEEQ,

FL

final dispoaition of these sails Is awaited
same (fo. The contractors are availing themselves of the with much interest
excellent sleighing over the Bay to deliver
. State Supreme Court, in the mtoeof Edwards vs. The People (89 Mich.) held material eby teams. The supply of row
Wanted:— To rent a small boose, by
that such a record was void, and it is the boat! at the Park will be famreaaed by add- married man with no children. Inquire

and sentence being on

.

_

'4-if.
Kalamazoo ing some of the Racine boaW and a small at this office.
that Van Wagener will be discharged by fleet of first-clasiclinkers,to the stock on
Wanted:— To rent a good boose with
the Supreme Court. Dao Van Wagoner band. The associationintend to folly eight or' ten rooms, located between
Eleventh and Eighth streets and Cedar
is the escaped convict who was captured meet and supply the demand for 4 firstand River streeta. Good rent will be paid,
by Under SheriffPerry and a Chicago de- class pleaAre resort at the Park, and the

tective in

our express

months ago.

Is

also kept constantly on band.

the

general opinion of the bar in
.

DOLMANS.

office

some

few coming season
|

meets over the

will

last.

show gnat improve-

and
this

office.

4-tf

also keep on hand a fall line of

SPECTACLES
—and

a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS
Come and examine onr stoek. No.

be paid in advance. trouble
the Standard Roller Mills or st

If required, will

Inquire at

I will

to

show Goods.

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1882. 48-lf

The highestprices Is paid for butter aad
and other Country Produce.

Call

eg*

and see our Hew Goods.

Good* delivered free

of eharge.

Xr. H. Weifcman .till remtlm lotk*
•tore aa heretofore.

.

B.

Holland, Oct.

26,

WYNHOFF. f

1882.

7-ly.

CURIOUS AID SOuSNTlFKb
percargo, whose business they persisted ing a word, we advanced toward the
in confoundingwith the owner of the open end of the ravine, and, just as we
India rubber is now adulteratedwith
B! H. T. E. WHTTB,
cargo and ship, was unanimously voted turned round a jutting piece of rock, we finely pulverized cork— the cork, of
to be worth twice our ransom. Having saw the three sentinels, seeminglyin course, being that for which no other
Pot away the bauble and the bib.
arranged this matter to their own satis- earnest conversation.
Smooth out the pillows in the crib,
use can be
“Halt!” whispered Will. “Now for
Softly on the down /
with stern gestures and muttered faction, if not to ours, we were told to
To drill glass, M. Gougy, iof Paris,
Lay the baby’s crowto.
a rush !” and each singlingout his man
threats, ordered us to follow them. My sit down and enjoy ourselveswith what
Warm around its feet
recommends that a three-oorneredsawand clutching his rifle by the barrel—
Tuck the little sheet—
firstjthoughtwas resistance;but when appetite we could muster.
file be sharpened in.the usual way, but
The smell of the roast lamb and the for we avoided the noise of shooting—
I slewed the slightest signs the three
with one corner taken ofl* so that the
we
sprang
forward;*Almost
simultabelliifOUthedmuskets were bent toward freshly-bakedmeal cakes, however, soon
cross section.of the d|$!J; nearjtb© point
We will go, we will go,
aroused pleasantersensations, and neously, and before the enemy had
; arfd'^X felt that tjie Odds w&ff too
is that of a- truncated cone, and the end
time
to
observe
us,
we
were
upon
them,
manyTvttni dotemining to await' e^hts, dimmed for a time the memories of our
S?
„
of the drill is of harrow chisel shape.
To the Landy-andy-pand
griefsr
more
.
especially
as,
under
the
and
three
rifle
stocks
descended
upon
grimly VubmitteC.j&JJya
led down the griefs ;
.
as,
the
l;I( .O^Noadi-pod. ,,
In Great Britain.;and Ireland there
apparent certainty of obtaining his three shock heads with such force that
booty, the chief condescendedto be : two of the fellows dropped like stones, are now twenty-six street railways beThere In the shadow maker’s tent,
After the twilight’ssoft descent,
quite patronizing toward us, carving | The stock of my rifle glanced off the longing to the local authorities,the total
vines and fi6Hdw*, acros*
4 rfw^U lie down to drtalnB
| over mountain paths innumerable, this the joint himself for us, and delicately j hard head of my antagonistand crushed length of which is more than 150 miles,
J . Of milk to flowing’streams
And thfc shadow makcrw baby
most unpleasant journey ended, by our handing on the poiut of a dagger our against the rock. With a stifled cry, and the cost a little over $9,000,000.
Will lie down with us, may be.
guides calling a halt as we gained the several portions. After we had satisfiedhe turned; but in an instant my hand The 413 miles of road belonging to
On the soft, mossy pillow of the sod.
summit of an eminence surrounded <by our hunger with the more solid viands, I was upon his throat, and the sound private individuals cost considerably
In a drowse and a dose,
All asleep from head to toea.
trees and tall rocks, forming an extfa- we were regaled with dried fruits as died in his gnUet; while, with the over $30,000,000.
We will lie, we will He,
desserts;and a large iar of a peculiar strength of desperation, I dashed his
' ordinary, natural fortress. Beneath our
Professor E. D. Archibald advoIn the Lamty-atdy-nanay
sherrv-coloredbut bad-tasting wine of head against the wall-uke rock, and cates the use of kite?, for meteorological
Of Noddy-oddy-poday^
I feet, in a deep ravine, with seemingly
In the Landy-andy-pand
but one outlet, and excellently sheltered a resinous flavor— which Themistoelesafter a struggle— in which he wounded ebservation. They can, as he shows, bo
Of Jioddy*PCNl CMcM0Triinnt,
I bv overhanging foliage, waq the camp described as the common wine of the j me with his dagger— he fell from my
not mere toys but philosophical instrui of the brigands; and here we found tjm country — was brought in and set in the : grasp, apparently lifeless,
ments— capable of ascending great
“Now,” said : the Captain, “where heights, remaining steady in currents of
rest of the shaggy ruffians— with the et- midst of us. This we told them
1 ception of one who stood sentinel—en- could not drink; and the chief very are the donkeys? Come, Greeky!’’ he
varying velocity,and being manipulated
Outwitting the Brigands.
jc lying their siesta with indolent content. generously ordered us a couple of hot- cried to Themistoeles, “bear a hand;”
by the observer with ease and rapidity.
A shrill whistle soon brought the ties from his own particular store, an,it looking around, we espied our
4 It was on eifch a morning as we fogThe strongest and most common of
rascals to their feet; and, mailing up to doubtless the proceeds of a raid upon four animals just as we left them, but
Qiirttired islanders seldom witness at
the several kinds of paper made in Japan
a brigand sitting by them. Here
meet us. they displayed a dozen of as some well-to-do
home that I stood upon the deck of the
Will Johnson, after a time, managed ! waa an unlooked-for rencontre! He is manufactnred from the hark of a
unfavorablespecimens of the human
good ship Coumoundouros, watching
race as could be found. Seizing our to ingratiate himself in the favor of 1 Wft3 fully a hundred yards off, and to shrub called mitsuma, which grows
the nearing shores of the Pineus, which,
about a yard in height, blossoms in
ftt him we should have to cross a
asses by the bridles, they relieved onr our shaggy host and his friends by
as all the world knows, or should know,
winter, and thrives on a very poor soil.
captors, and led us down the ravine; genial, happy manner and frank bear* 8ma]i plateau,
is the port of the classic city of Athens.
When the stem has reached its full
and, having roughly assisted us to dis- ing, faypring the company with many
The beautiful unclouded sky; the mount, brought us into the presence Of remarks, which, translated by Themis* .“Leave him to me!” cried Jenkins, height it is cut off close to the ground,
bright outline of the sun-bathed coast;
when offshoots spring up, which are
tocles, evidently pleased them. When, preparing to rush forward. But, under
the chief of the
the air laden with the scent of the dis“Bravo, lads! excellent,excellent! too, by sleight-of-hand—in which he the advice of the supercargo,lie stopped, again cut as soon as they are large
tant Hymettus; the far eminence with
he shouted, as his sparkling eyes bent was an adept— he performed some sira- We could have picked liim off easily, enough.
the grand old Acropolis standing out upon us in delight; and, after a cursory pie tricks, and gave them a music-hull but dared net for the noise of the rifles,
Algeria is beginning to cultivate on
white and bold in the clear atmosphere ; examination, we were conducted, amid
song with a rollicking chorus,
“Hang it!” impatientlymuttered a large scale the wax-plant pf Carolina
and eldse at -hand the nfoldering tomb the exited gesticulations of the brig- wound up with a hornpipe, accompanied Jenkins, “we shall be trapped again, and Pennsylvania. The fruit when
of . Themistocles— all combined to
ands and without undue ceremony, by the Captain with a pccket-comb after all ;” and without further parley gathered is put into a coarse bag, and
arouse such poetic fancies iu my mind into a dark cavern within the ravine.
and a piece of paper, the general en- the impetuous fellow started off, run- when plunged into a vessel containing
that I forgot for the moment the pro“Shiver my maintops!” exclaimed a thusiasm knew no bounds, and the ning
11A11£ on the tips of —his
— * toes,
---- f with a boiling water, the wax soon rises to the
saic business upon which I had come. voice, as I groped my way in r •they beetle-browedvagabonds laughed till drawn cutlass in one hand and a pistol surface, when it is skimmed off and
The screaming engine of the busy little might give us sea room, the vagabonds, the teras rolled down their cheeks.
in the other. Jnst as he was within a dried, and subsequently sold as a subrailway which carries the traveler from and not land us in this lubberly creek;
Will now became on such excellent few yards of the brigand, the latter stitue for beeswax, tha chemical comthe Pirsous to Athens soon reminds me, and now they are shoving more craft terms with them all that he proceeded turned round, and, seeing how matters position of which it very closely resemhowever, that I was accredited with a in to
stood, made for his
which was bles. The odor of the substance is very
io
. to take some freedom with them;
— rifle,
--mission from a London Greek firm to
Haul in, JdoV old chum!” answered when he snatched the horn from the leaning against a tree a few feet off; agreeable.
its- friends in the Attic city and I was
another ; “w© must make the best of a
a cup-bearer and installed himself in that but a revolver hurled deftly by W ill
The coal supplied to the Nagasaki
soon whirlingover the sacred ground— bad job, mate
| official’s
all followed— market comes from a field in Japan
uiuemi n place, ladling the
...~ wine
-----out
--of
- jnhnRnn—
Johnson — for wo
we had
had all
. Whets history gives to every rood a page.
To say that my heart leaped to my t]10
ban
the wide-mouthed jar and handing
it catching him directly i the face, so situated along the coast line between
We.passedthe monuments of those mouth at hearing such
round to the-------company, his triumph was effectuallystopped his progress that Cape Memo and the mouth of Nagasaki
doughty championsof the War of In- words, and finding myself in the comj he fell stunned to the ground.
Harbor and thence to nearly the most
dependence,Karalskakis and Miaulis, pany of my own countrymen, would no
“For heaven’s sake!” said he, as
“You persist in doing all the work, northerly of the Goto Islands. It is
and many other objects of interest; AXXW&VJ
more than describe the
--- cheering sensa- passed us, “don’t take any of this 8aj^ Jenkins, as we came up to him. referred to the tertiary period, and is
and, after a ride of three or four miles, tien that thrilled through me.
stuff, and don’t drink much of your * “gut quick, lads; off we go!” and in a
highly bituminous,of irregular fracture,
“What cheer, mates?” I cried in the
I found myself at my destination.
1 moment w’e were on our asses, and, unbut somewliat cubical. When freshly
darkness. Answering exclamations of
“Never fear,” said Jenkins, making
guidance of our Greek compan- broken it has a lustrousblack appearAfter the first few days I certainly
a wry face; “one taste is sufficient.” j0I1) were making with break-neck speed
ance, which changes by protracted exhad a very pleasant time of it, the few astonishment greeted my words, and in
a few minutes our stories were told,
,
for Athens. Up hill, down dale, on we posure to the atmosphere to a dull,
hours’ work each day acting only as a
And so Will went round with the cup, went for a c0Upi0 0f hours without stopand I learned that my new-found friends
stimulus to my varied pleasures ; and,
rusty black.
• ^ or meeting a human being ; then,
were the Captain and supercargo of a making a comical remark to this
having examined
Acropolis,
As to the vapid formation of mineral
aR we were abont to cross the sumship then lying in the port of the and a grimace at that, until the chief—
lunched by the fallen pillar of Juveins.
Dr. Fleitmann, of Iserlohn, makes
ft mountaiu at, which we had afPineus, who,* seeking a like object,, had evidently fearing,from their hilarity,
pitfcr, 'abdicated myself in the mins of
the
following
record : Two years ago
that they were taking too much— or- rived) ft iiarmleBs - looking peasant
met with a similar fate to my own.
PnYx j_vwhcnc4 •Demosthenes declaimed
“And now,” said Capt. Jack Jen- dered them to desist from drinking and wjg]ie’(j UH “Good day,” and was about the bottom of a stable pit was rammed
and Pericles evolved his p\ans — I looked
hard with common clay containingiron.
to pass
m88 on
kins, “how are we to get out of the return to their several
around, like Alexander, for more worlds
It had since served for storing dung,
Meanwhile,we were sent back to our
scrape? If I had Tim and Joe and
“Seize him !n cried Thenristocles ; he s
to conquer. I thereupon ponsulted my
water being thrown in occasionallyto
dungeon,
with
a
sentinel
stationed
at
Black Tom, each with a cutlass and a
a
genial but unwashed host, Kyrie Anbarking-iron, here, we’d soon make a the opening.
“So seize him we diil, for cautions prevent overheating, It haying betonio Pericles Pappademetracopoulo
I “Not a word,” whispered Will, as sake; and. as there were no tree.s near, come necessary to have the pit somewho, although Plato was to him a text- passage, I'd warrant!”
where else, it was found that the clay
we settled doivn in our prison. “Here s
|m hands
uamis and
anu legs
legs together,
iog
tied his
book, and the sayings of Socrates as
“That’s all very well,” said Will something, Captain,” ho continued, ! ftn(| jpft ]lim begging for mercy. But had lost all color, and was divided into
familiar as the story of Tommy and Johnson, the supercargo, “but we
numerous fissures,from 1-23 to I inch
“that belongs to
f
j there was no mercy in us, more espeHurry to an. English schpolboy, was al- | haven’t. If I'd but the opportunity
“Why,” said the Captain, in reply, cjapv as Themistoeles explained that in width, filled with iron pyrites. The
ways* as dirty, as a sweep — upon the given me, I’d guarantee
iron oxide of the clay was changed by
”
as WiU handed him the article men- tj1(jrp wftH a curious and mysterious conpropriety of betaking myself to where
t ie organic matter placed upon it, and
nection between the brigands and the
Whatever the supcrcago was about tioned, “this is a stopper out of
The mountains look on Marathon.
the water containing sulphate of amvillagers; that it was by no moans unAnd Marathon look* on the *ca.
to say was cut short by the advent of medicine
monia, into sulphate of iron, which de“To be sure it is, Jack.” returned bkely— hadwe allowed him to go free—
For one might as well go to Egypt I two shock-headsat the little opening
WTill; “and I must apologize for the iie w'ould have hied to the nearest vill- posited itself iu the fissures.
without visiting the Pyramids, or to of our prison, and two harsh voices
guide Themistoeles liberty of taking your laudanum vial 1 age an(] roused a swarm of semiKbme without on boring, St Peter’s, as calling us — as
The Philosopher’sAdvice.
but my confounded back tooth was so brigands about us.
to “([&' Qiette hud 'leave Marathon un- informed us— to partake of a feast; for
A Merchant who found that he must
travcM ror four hours, and,
explored; and when tmy host tried to we learned afterwardthat the chief, painfnl on board the »Wp laat niRht 1
con]d himjly Ket along for either increase his sales or olose his
dissuade me by assuring me that a in coramemoration of having made that I got up and took ‘. and luekilj ^
forgot to return it this morning. You fatipue> wp ca|led a halt; ail(it aftPr doors and beat his creditors, hunted up
Greekf-gentleniarn’Hear had l»een sent a such a good haul, had decided to allow
fortnight before by the brigands to his us, liis prisoners, to partake of the gen- must debit me with the bottle and its , reatjng ourselves and watering our ani- a philosopherand asked him what
we oontimiedour journey until, course he should pursue.
obstinate relatives, to hurry the nego- eral festivity'. But as a preliminary contents,for I dropped them both
Have you lived long in the town?"
at night, we reached Athens,
tiations for his ransom, it so roused my we had to undergo an examination as the vagabonds’ wine jar
asked
the old man.
“What!”
we
all
exclaimed
round
the
hospitable
board
of
blood that I vowed 1 would go if I re- to our capabilityof paying the antici“Yes,
four years.”
our
host,
we
soon
forgot
our
troubles.
pated
ransoms.
First,
we
were
relieved
turned as close cropped as an English
“Now, stop your clappers!” continjourna/#
“And you know everybody ?”
terrier. So away we started— myself of our watches and rings, the Captain
“Every man, woman and child.’*
—;
and Themistoclos,the son of my host, using language rather strong for trans- ued the supercargo. “Jack, you
“Are the people all at peace with
a sallow, unshaven vonth, dirtier than
lation to these pages, to the great
WeU.'in'lhe first pUcefhft^^g(Lutrl™! ! How Shipping * Taxed In Sew York each other?”
his father— mounted upon two high- amusement of his tormentors,who,
to secrete the bottle while the black- For a vessel drawing twenty-one feet
“They are, oh! wise man. There has
spirited donkeys, our revolvers well with similar gesticulations to his own,
guards were relieving me of my valua- of water coming into New \ork the not been a word between families for
primed and our commissariatwell endeavored to imitate the sound of
the Captain’s words, which of course bles and then, having attainedthe po- pilotage amounts to SUb.&O, and if she vears.”
stocked.
sition of waiter, what was easier than to has to be towed in, there is an addition“Then you must return home and
"Ad ion Kline:" shouted my long- only added to his wrath and their wriggle the bottle down my sleeve, whip al expense of $05. When she reaches
slyly provoke quarrels and hard feelhilarity.
named host, as we cantered off.
out the stopper and drop the lot into | quarantine there is a health officer’s fee ings. Do us I say and your trade will
“Never fear." I replied, waving my
“You uncombed, dirty-faced vaga- their swipse, giving the bottle a crack j of $0.50, and if she conies from an in- increase four-fold.”
revolver defiantly, and feeling that I
and stirring the laudanum up every fected port, $5 must he paid for fumiThe merchant wonderingly obeyed the
should l>e greatly disappointed if the bonds!” he shouted, “if I had a few of
gation. If there arc any cases of sick- injunction, and in a week there were
von
aboard
the Annie Martin, I’d twist time I dipped the horn in it !”
rascals did not show themselves.
“Bravo, Will!” cried the Captain, ness on board, $1 is charged for each scarcely two families in town on speakOn we went, enjoying the scenery your ugly heads over the yard-arm in seizing liis hand and giving it a hearty patient transferred to the hospital on ing terms. Mrs. A. gave a card party
and holding a hybrid conversation- -ho the twinkling of a jiffy.”
Of course they only laughed the shake. “If that’s the case, we’re safe ; Swinburne Island, and $5 for each pa- and did not invite that stub-nosed Mrs.
in broken English, and 1 in sadlyfor the black-faced rascals won’t tient taken to Ward's or Blackwell’sIs- B., and Mrs. B. gave a coffee and left
mutilated Greek— until in the excite- louder at his impotent rage; and I wake up for a dozen hours, I’ll be land. Often whole vessel loads of imMrs. A. to drink cold tea at homo alone
ment of the ride, and the glorious pan- thought it quite as well that they did bound. There ! our guard has dropped migrants are vaccinated at a charge of with her monkey-faced daughter. Mrs.
orama constantly unfolding itself to our not understand the language in which
fifty cents a head. The wharfage charge
C. suddenly ceased to lend to Mrs. D.,
oft’ already !”
iew, I entirely forgot that there were he gave it vent.
for the time that the vessel lies at the and Mrs. 1). discovered that Mrs. E.
And
sure
enough,
the
drowsy
ruffian
The
operation
of
stripping
us
of
our
such beings as brigands in existence.
hail planted himself right across the wharf, which on an average will cover was wearing dresses sent her by a rich
“Now,” said I to Themistoeles,after valuables gave me an opportunity to
thirty days, amounts to $240 for a ves- sister in Boston.
observe the appearance of ray compan- opening, and was snoring loudly.
a ^de of some hours, during which my
“Now
for
it!” cried the impetuous sel of 1,2*50 tons. Then come the harThe result was as the philosopher
appetite had become unpleasantly ions. Capt. Jenkins was the beau-ideal
bor master’s fee of one and one-half had predicted. There waa a sudden deJack Jenkins, rising.
of an English seaman. In age about 3<>,
anarpened, “let ns look about for a spot
“Hold hard!” said Will. “Let them cents per ton, which sailing vessels pay, mand upon the merchant’s stock for
of a large and robust build, a faije
where we can bivoijto in comfort."
because it is necessary in order to se- coffee-mills, flat-irons, fluters, axes,
get well off.”'
broad,
manly
and
bearded,
and
limbs
‘ We soon found a delightfulplace,
cure ft berth. Then the port warden shovels, groceries and other things, and
So,
settling
ourselves
dowu
for
half
heltcred all round, save whore through such as would delight a sculptor to
an
hour,
wo
talked the matter over. At examines into the conditionof the car- one woman ordered a set of cups and
copy.
His
height
was
nearly
six
feet
a small opening we obtained a view of
a charming landscape. Dismounting and he had an air of command about the end of this time we sent the trem- go, the stowage and the vessel. The saucers, an eight-day clock and $10
charges are $2 for each survey of the worth of knives and spoons with the exand allowing >mr animals to rdfresh him that was doubtless bred of his oc- bling Themistoeles to see how things
hatches, stowage, etc., and $1 for the
were
outside;
and,
after
peeping
over
themselves on the grass, we soon made cupation. The -supercargo,Will J ohncertificate thereof, or, if at quarantine, ^ Being that one of my neighbors has
the
prostrate
sentinel,
he
gave
us
to
son,
was
perhaps
ten
years
younger;
havoc of ,ihe good things wo had
$5 for each survey. Then each survey started the story that I had to hire my
brought. I was lying upon my back nearly as tall as his friend, strong and understand that all wore sleeping exof hull, spars, sails, etc., costs $5, and husband to marry me, and the other
cept
three,
and
they
were
ubo»t
resmoking a cigarette after the meal, gaz- afctive; and take us altogether— for I am
the certificate therefor costs $2.50. has affirmed that we are so stingy that
tiring
to
the
further
end
of
the
ravine,
of
no
mean
stature
'myself—
we
were
ing dreamily at -the blue firmament;
Then discharging cargo costs from we starve a dog to death every six
and
would
in
a
minute
be
out
of
three
men
who,
under
any
circmstances,
and!, Iteing too’ llzy to rise, liad called
twenty-five to forty cents a ton, accord- months, I will now show my independ.
would be no disgrace to onr country ;
uplift Themistoeles to pass the bottle.
ing to the characterof the goods. When ence by neither borrowing nor lending.
“Capital!”
said
Will,
with
suppressed
if
any
opportunity
should
arise
for
an
" « “Has the fellow gc/fie to sleep?”
a vessel loads partially in Brooklyn and You may also send me some quiltexcitement.
“Now,
each
take
a
pistol
attempt
at
an
escape,
I
felt
certain
we
thought I, still ihdispbsoAto turn my
then comes to New York to finish,she frames, a new tea-pot, two stove kettles,
and
a
cutlass
from
the
fellows,
and
folshould give (is good an account of ourbend. •’Themistpclca!” , ^
must pay a heavy fine to the ’Longshore- a steamer, a dozen fruit jars and a dishlow
me.”
selves as any scratch three, here or
But Tlcnnistopjesheard me. not; and,
men’s Union for having engaged ’longOne
after
the
other
we
stepped
across
,
when I raised myself upon my dibow, I there.
Then the merchant bad to hire two
Having satisfied themselves of the the sleeping brigand at t]ic entrance, shoremen under the regular rates. Then
aaw him standing. as if struck dumb
Will relieving him of his pistol, dirk come the brokers’commissions of two extra clerks, build an addirion and
and motionless with felir, staring hpon
and blunderbuss, while the Captain und and a half per cent, for procuring speculatein mining stock to get rid of
the opening, instinctively I looped up
of'thehntrinHic worth of the Captain’s I stood ready to give him his quietns af freight and five per cent, for effecting some of bis money, and drummers
rtWidttfeBihy fetulver hut, 'before i
gold chronometer, as well as the super- the slightest signs ofdiis waking. Then charters. Then there is a custom house traveled hundreds of miles to see him,
took a step, the cause of Themistoeles’
the four of us, gliding like ghosts, as- entry fee, besides various clearing fees. and tlie Commercial Agencies rated
f^4^WiUL apparent; and three shag- cargo’s watch and diamond ring, we sisted ourselves to whatever weapons The Shipping Commissioner charges him good for a million.
*• gy forms benmd three blunderbusses, were interrogated,through Themisto- wo could most easily lay hands upon; $2 for every sailor shipped by him.—
Moral : The hotvl of a neighbor’sdog
aimed directly, at me, made me fully cles, as to our means. For myself, the aiid, ns Themistoeles was not of much New York
•
is unjiotieed until the owner refuses to
aw are that I tras in the pivsenee <.f name of the firm I was traveling for
use for fighting, we gave him the bag
lend his wheelbarrow!— Detroit Free
thoaMtymrges.$f Greece, the brigands! acted with talismaniceffect hpbh them, containingour valuables— which we
Up to the beginning of the nineteenth Frees.
and
I
was
immediately
assessed,,
notBut, ob, what a metamorphosis ! Where
found by the side of the sleeping chief century the world had no window glass,
The first American copper cent was
were the natty green jackets with silver withstanding my protestations, at £‘$00. as well as several spare pistols,to and it can readily be guessed that the
buttons,the plumed hats and the tout As this price, too, the Captain’s freedom carry. Picking our way without spoak- stone-throwingboy had no fun in his. coined in New Haven in 1687.
ensemble of the brigands of my youth, was valued, while the unfortunate suA BONO FOR THE

BABY.

of the operas and the picture-books?
Three ragged, disreputable -looking
fignrts, clad in greasy sheep-skinsand
dirty clothes, mfcempt, unshaven, took
the place of those tinseled heroes, and,
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THE

naturallyto be successfullytreated on the theenreof bronchitis, severe coughs and
WONDERFUL REVELATIONS OF
St Louis Qlobe- Democrat my*: Mr.
same general principles, examinationof the consumption*it has astonished the medical
MICROSCOPE.
Charles Beis, No. 1611 Second Carondelet
blood and secretionsrevealed large numbers
avenue, this oity, ums cured by St. Jacobs Discoveryof (lie Most Dettdly Kneiny of of these parasites, and curiouslyenough the
number twre a direct relation to the severity
Oil after sixteen years’ sufferingwith

The

Mankind— The BadUus and lu
Ravages.
The
scientific
world has been greatly
Crary and Corwin.
startled and agitated of late by the discovIsaac E. Crary, of Michigan, was a ery with the microscope of the most dreadnative of Connecticut.After obtaining ful enemy of mankind in the form of nivrlicense to practice law, he emigrated to iads of little death-dealing narosltea The
air wo breathe and live in is charged with
the Territory of Michigan, and was these deadly little growths in proportionas
soon appointed a General of militia. In it is infected from various noxious sourcea
1835 he was elected |?dolf gate to Coil* paving by reccnf experimeiv|#Mhdresearch
'm most mitnul cam
,WV iP b* ihe
gross from that^Territory.,Miohigau
the Welfare and he
being admitted into the Uipoa as 4 Of oVei*t iiidiiHdiaIWepeiidin#'i»
largely
State in 18315, Gen. Crary i'ftfe elected the freedom from ttmir destructivernvi
a Representative' to Congress ah a Dem- it is l«it natural martfc reports of rec<
rheumatism.

of the disease, a

comparativelysmall num-

ber being present in mild cases and a very
large proportion In bad oases. Under the
use or the specific treatment which they
give, and which Is substantiallythe same as standard-Of health by -wasting diseases.
that described and recommended later in
Tfcg plan of treatment that we -fcave so
this review, the number was seen to steadily briefly outlined in thla^rticlefor tho Jorge
diminish frem day to day until, with the cTidwHA Chronic diseaselireferred td has
restorationof health and bodily strength,
knt^etigefrtobe tive most suethey could not be found at all
eessful, based as It is upon the nelidf snared
The greatest|(fr|ety of symptoms were bt the most skillful medical men of the day,
found to accompany their presence, due to tli at the only way to get rid of the noxious
1
pljfculfnjEiti^s'of
thficountltutiou,
the part of disease-producing genus in the blood and
the lx)dy molt sflzUmsly affected, and the SYBtemiLHthrough the liver, kidneys and
eflorte of thd dlffe*®nt’organs
to rid the sys- towels, and therefore -that those agents
tom of these germA Among the most com- Edhlch are known to act most effidotiVy in
mon were frequent headaches, neuralgic retto^pg Wealthy action of theso organs are
investigatorsIn this field of scientificiuqui
ocrat, and was continued in that body
should be widely rend, and that every phase pains, nausea, constipation,poor or variable the oiios most to be reliod upon. For this
until the 4th of March, 1841. Ho died of these astoundingdiscoveries should be appetites,diarrhoea, bad breath, hectic purpose tiu) Golden Medical Discovery is
in 1854. In the memorable President- subject to universaldiscussion. At first re- fever, cough, night sweats,cold extremities, ptv-nninmtiithe m^cut that fulfills every
dyspepsia, catarrh, sore throat, sore eyes, Imiloattoaof treatment Required.'
ial canvass of 1840, Gen. Crary made a ceived with some suspicion they have at
length been thoroughly proven, and are now etc. , while where the skin was affected, saltspeech in the House, in which lie criti- receiving the unqualified indorsementsof rheum, boils, carbuncles,scurf skin erysipA man's appr/ite resembles a railroadpass.
cised, the military career ,of Gen. Harthe leading,scientific! men throughout the elas, St. Anthony's fire; and qther symptoms
It Is not transferable.
wore
common,
and
all
.gradually
but
with
rison. Tom Corwin replied to him, and world but little- else Is talked of in the;
: '•’r . /-w ---- — ... ..
------ certalntvwere cured by the same means
such a reply ! Even the Democratic schools and clubs of science, ami the medi- The heclic fpver so often met with in oonIndorsed
by
the
Clergy.
cal and scientific journalsare crowded with
members could not refrain from bursts the testimony that Is belngaddedcorrpbora. sunqition, with the hacking or tearing
We take pleasure in recommending Dr.
j?xm IHPV
of laughter.
he got through tive of the value of the mah’elous discovery cough, 'night-sweats,diarrhoea, and other Warner's Wliite Wine of Tar Byrun to the
symptoms
due to the efforts of nature to pnhlio,especially to any nublio speaker who
which
is
pronounced
the
greatest
advance
there was very little of poor Crary left.
throw off and ex >fl these germs were also may be troubled with* tnroat or lung disin medical science of modern times.
I heard it all, and' phall never forget
To L Partkuu, the eminent French scient- readilycontrolledand ourea iu the same way eases.
the scene. Judge East, of Nashville, ist, who by his learned investigationshas as were the old sores, abscesses and ulcers
Rev. M. L
a
)
Tenn., at the close of the late unpleas- saved to France so many millions of dollars, in the lungs, liver and other important organs Pastor Presbyterian Church, Rending, Mich.
Meuratgia,Sciatica, Lumbago,
The corrosiveacids and mineral poisons are
Rev. J. T iDDDfas,Albion, Mich.
antness, was introduced to Mr. Corwin is probably due the honor of first pointing
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
out the po.wer of these terrible genus. In found to possessthe j/ower of killing these
Rev. V. L Lockwood, Ann Arbor, Mich.
in Washington. One of the first things
recognition of his great service, the Govern- germs, hut the dangerous nature of such
Sold by all druggists.
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swe/ihe said to him was : “I have your speech ment has recently voted him from the pub- powerful agents prevents their internaluse.
ings and Sprains, Burns and
For
the
purpose
of
expelling
the
germs
lic
treasury
110,000,
with
which
to
continue
in answer to Gen. Crary in my desk at
“ Blood will toll:" so be careful how you
when once within the system it Is necessary make confidantsof your relations.
Scalds, General Bodily
home, and I take it out once a year and his experiments.He has described several
varieties of these imraaites, Home compara- to resort to vegetable remedies in order to
Pains,
rend it." “That is the only speech l tively harmless, others extremely danger- cleanse the blood of the germs without in' A Crowning Mercy to the Corned.
ever mode,” replied Corwin, “that 1 re- ous. * One form he proved by a series of vac- jury to the patient.
Unequaled by nuv>remedy in the world— Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
gret.” “1 cannot see why you regret it.” cinationsand other conclusiveexperiments An American physicianof large f.xperienee Putnam'sPainless Cohn RxTUArrofl,the new
Feet and Ears, and all other
in the treatment of all forms of chronic disresponded East, "for I think it is the was the cause of death of many thousands eases, now conclusivelyshown to be caused remedy for corns. Never fails to cure, never
of animals and herds of cattle; another the
Pains and Aches.
produces pain, never makes deep cavities in
best speech I ever read.” “I regret it,” active agent in the death of fowls by cholera. by parasitic life, for many years devoted
Ho Proptratlon on forth oquali 8t. Jacom On
tlie llosh. A sure, prompt and painlessremanswered Corwin, “because it killed off Acting upon the knowledge he had gained much time to the investigationof t he causes edy for corns Sold by druggists every- u a *n/i> turf, li tuple aud cheap External
Remedy A trial entarta tut tho comparitWely
a very clever fellow.” — Hnrcrij II dtter- of the nature of these germs he pointed out of these affections, and m the treatment of where. Don't fail to try iL Wholesale, Loud,
trifllnj,
outlay of SO Oats, and atery ona aufffrini
a means of relief that speedily preventeda many thousand cases developed ami thor- SaxH'TENuuBuu A Co,, < 'Lin woo.
yon in ('ourier-Jounial
with [ kin cun hava aheap and pvaitlTa proof of Ita
spread of the disease and ended their de- oughly tested a combinationof \cgotnble
a
agents which he used with marvelous success
vastation.
Texas claims a goose (If. years old. but it Is
hirectlonaIn Sarra Lunfunnea,*
The boston Ulvbr brings this item: (’has.
'I'ykualIs with the aid of other eminent in their cure.
n suspiciousclaim. Where was that goose
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AID DEALERS
In cases of wasting diseases,such as conS. Strickland.Esq., this city, was cured of English investigators, made a number of exduring the war?
II MEDICINE.
rheumatism by St. Jacobs Oil.
aminationsof the floatingparticlesin the sumption, or scrofula ot the lungs.aml other
Good for Man and Ile.iNt! Read This!
atmosphere, and found numbers of living organs, anil in all cases attended with great
A.
CO.,
spores capable of producing disease. In dry weakness, it was found to exert the most
A FrieslandBonnet.
Strange but true that the Army and Navy
Baltimore, Md., V. B. JU
wonderful
tonic
and
restorative
influences,
and healthy localities,but few germs were
Liniment will cure your rheumatism, neuralWe were not many passengers that found, ai\d these of the harmless varieties, beside its nutritive properties fur surpass gia or croup iu less time than any other Lin- 22 Colorado Syocimcna, |1 jJO. C. W. Little.Denver.OoL
day, and Without any disrespect to the while in low. damp places, crowded houses, those of cod liver oil or any other of the rem- iment known. For sale by all druggists.
edial agents resorted to by the medical profew, they were not interesting from the and unhealthycities,the posionousgerms fession in such cases. Hypophosphites, iron,
were extremely numerous everywhere.
For dyspepsia, indioestion, depression of $5 to $2D
point of view of the seeker after types
Dr Rudolph Koch, of Wall stein, Germany, and quinine bear no comparison to it in spirits and general debility in their various
U* A L) i k .(Hi made In one month teaching. Addme
of costume or character. The partial a man whose work in conuectionwith the building up the strength of the debilitated.
forms; also as a preventive against fever and ©“koU Photo fcnamollnnITocea*l'o„ Uaraboo.WU.
exception was an old lady with the organisms of contagious diseased has made The recipe as advised by him has been used ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
for years with the greatestsuccess in a vast “Fen o-Phosphoratod Elixir of t’allsaya,"
TU/fl Photoa of BeautifulLadle*. 1D«. TThutraied
close-fitting gold helmet of Friesland him a recognizedauthority upon the sub- and most successfulpractice.
ject, by experimenting after the methods of
made bv Caswell, Hazard A Ca, New York, I n U CuUiloourtk! J . 1)1 K U, Heading. Pa.
— the only remnant of the national ViLuaiLN, has discovered and published an
The written experience of the many suf- and sold by all druggists, is tho best tonic;
dress to which she had clung. The account of one of the most dangerousvarie- ferers who have been cured, and who ex- and for patients recovering from fever or tit) A WKKI. |i2adav at homo easily made. Costly
W f & outfit free. Address Ti us A Co.. Augusta.Maine.
press in terms of the highestpraise their inother sicknessit has no equal
rest of the dress was strictly non-com- ties, to which it is proven more deaths are
dorsement of its great value, are sufficient
due than to any diseaseincident to the hu
mittal, so far ns period, country and
to fill volumea living witnesses are everyIs your hair falling ont or your scalp disman race.
Sure Caaj£5nlgfar&in^n^;m.?g!:
fashion were concerned, except the bonHe describes it as a simple cellular organ- where, monuments to modern genius and eased? Carboline, a deodorizedextract of
scientific
progress
in
the
healing
art.
petroleum, as now Improved and perfected! U A I P ^"'1 wtM for ni'sfd Catalog.HULL'S
net. That was a tiling to make angels ism belonging to the same order as the bacBufferers from “liver complaint,” giving is just the articleyou need Buy a bottle,
f% I If Hair Store, 38 M 40 Monro* Chicago.
weep. At the risk of being thought tr.rin. When dried, the germs may. without rise
to “bad Mod," consumption,scrofula,
and like thousands who ore using it all over
losing any vitality,endure great extremes of
rude, it was important to find out all
temperature. Being as fine and as light as and other affectionsand symptoms, the re- the land, you will value it as the choicestof tRR “ week In your own town. Terms and f5 outfit
VJU free. Address 11. llu.uirr A Co., Portland.M*.
about that bonnet — and unless one did dust, invisible to the naked eye, they may sults of Mood poisoning from the ravages of all toilet preparations.
the
deadly
parasites
or
disease
genus
so
stare that was impossible. It had a be blown any distance by the wind or carA fl nijniflinalte money aelllngourFamflyM**briefly referredto, find in this remedy
Have you ueen swindled by Fund W or ft ItF 11 I Xicim*. No capital required. Stand
' singular fascinationalien t it. not be- ried upon the clothing or body. like seeds, prompt relief and a permanent cure. Tho
I |J&ril Cure Co., tin Pearl Hi. N. Y.
Ci.rn Ifl? If so. see advertisement of Warren
they may lie for months or years undiscause of its own merits, hut simply on turbed upon the furniture, floor, carpets, great and increasing clemai d for thlsGod- M. Drown iu another column of this paper.
b '
For BiistneMat tho Oldeat 4k Bert
account of its comical anachronism. It curtains,walls, or in the bedding, and only given and peerless remedy tor so munv ap-^yrCoinmminlCollefe.
Cireularfr**.
Over ‘JPO.OOUHowe Scales have been sold,
was a weird combination,that solid requiring a proper degree of warmth, moist- parently uiffereut,but really kindred, ailAddress I..JUYL KI. Dubuque, I*
ments,
led
to
its
preparation
In
pure
and
and
tnedemaml
increasing
continually.
Borgolden helmet wilh rosettes of gold fil- ure. and fooa to waken into life, develop and convenient form unuer the name of Dr.
den, Bel leek A Co., Agents, Chicago, 111.
grow. They thrive and live in the blood,
A GENTS WANTED for tli* Boat and FastosVSeBigree at each temple, and over t his a lymph, mucus and Accretionsof the. human pjerceji Golden Medical Discovery. It can
mg Pictorial Books aud Uibuw. Prlcoa reduced as
1
per
cent National PunLisHiNoCo., Chicago,111.
be
obtained
the
world
over
at
drug
and
gencap of Brussels iaco with flowing lap- body. When the system is unhealthy or
The habit of running over boots or shoes
pets. and, perched high on this arrange- weak they attack the cells that make up the eral stores, and full directions for its use will corrected with Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners
-BObort
be found in the pamphlet that surrounds
___ _.,Je (Va*
ment, was tliis Paris bonnet of animal frame. Any albuminous fluid will each bottle. It exerts the most wonderful
furnish them with food for growth, and a
Tex the new brand. Spring Tpbacca
Detroit. Mick
the fashion
years ago, single drop is sufficient to contain hundreds. stimulatingand invigoratinginfluenceon the
brave
ribbon and Examined with microscopes of great power, liver, that greatestgland of the human sysTHOUGH MALT HIIF.UM
we will give you a situation.
tem, which has been not inaptly termed the
artificialllowers. She was a dear, which enlarge them so that they can bo seen
and studied,they have the appearance of “housekeeper of our health." Through the IWt not directly Imperil life, ft In a distraaiifnl,vexv Circularsfree. VALENTINE BUGS.. JaneavIllO. WlA.
motherly old lady, with a sad. benevo- minute rod-like bodies, having, when active, increasedaction of the liver and other tion» and reaoluto complaint. Patient endurance of jm
imiucnia* very Ninall watery pimple*,hot and Mimrt- mm mm MB arts For lufonnstli.nand Map* of
lent face, Imfc, for all that, as she leaned some power of motion. They bend in the emunctory organs of the system, all j ol*on
over the vessel’s side, contemplating middle like a how and straightenwith a jerk ous germs are rendered Inactive and grad- Imr, ivquirM true fortitude.If the dlsrhaiyedmatter
biUka,itelifH, and the acaba leave underneath u redually expelled from the system with other
the distant shore and coming mat <h‘ that sends them a few times their own
length. At the temperatureof the human impurities. In somo cases, where there are dened hurfacc, the difieaM ha* not departed, and
vier, every ribbon of that wondrous body they are the most active.
unuealthy discharges,as from the nostril* in HooiI'hNaraaparilla, m moderate doaca, should be
bonnet streaming in the breeze, she was
Their power of increase or reproduction is cases of either acute or chronic catarrh,the continued.
FAMOUS CASE IN BOSTON.
a picture.— Geo/ vyc //. Itoinjhtun, in remarkably great One germ, in 4 few use of Dr. Rage’s Catarrh Remedy, a mild
weeks’ time, under favorable conditions, and healing antiseptic lotion, should he asso"My little fonoyear-oldgirl had a powerful antptlon
Harper’s Magazine.
will give rise to millions. The process is by ciated with tho use of the Discovery. It is
on her faee and head. Under her eyes it wan Tegnhtr
pie growth and division. Cold destroys also advisable to use this lotion in other lo- ac aiding red and aore, like a bum. Back of bar left car
rimp
Good Hciilth H iikcs Karth 11 llciucn.
or j ire vents their growth, and tliis is why re- cal manifestations of disease of mucous we had to Hhavo her hair close to her head. Five nr
Remember Dr. Guysott’s Yellow Dock and frigeration prevents decay of meats ‘and surfaces. By this means the germs of dis- six phyaieiauaand two hospital*gave up her caw* aa
Sarsaparillahas proven itselfto bo the best other animal foods. Exposed to warmth ease are destroyed and the membranes incurable,nave that she might outgrowit. When It
blood purifier, health renewer and truest the-c small organismsattack and eat up the cleansed before any of the poisonous l>u< llli began to maturate 1 lieramo alarmed.In three week*,
etrengthener that can be prepared from our albuminoustissues leaving a tuul mass. Tim are absorbed into the blood. In sore throat, with Hood's Sarsaparilla, the (loros began to licafc two
present knowledge of drugs. It is a posi- odors so common to this process are given quinsy or diphtheria,the Catarrh Remedy
botitcs mode her eyes a* dear as ever. To day she l i
tive cure for scrolula and Mood disor- off by these minute organisms, and is about liquid should be used as a gargle, and the
a* well as I am."
ders. weak kidneys, nervous debility,dys- the only indicationof their presence.This Golden Medical Discovery taken freely.
JOHN CAfiKY, 1GI I» Street. South Boston.
In women where weakness of special orpepsia, etc. It is specially strengthening to is the warning of nature and it is an instinct
A’lTRKT: I know John Carey. He is an honest. good
the digestiveand urinary organs and nerv- to avoid all such smells. The foul breath, gans Is common and almost certain to be deOn* «g«nt mad* lUflOinnn Vidare,
man. whom: statementsare worthy of entire credit.I
ous system. Its poo thing ctfeot on mind and bad odors of old sores, etc., leads men to veloped, attended by backache,bearingdown
sensations
and
other
local
symptoms.
believewhat he says about Ids child’s idekneaa.
body is most wonderful. It acts like a avoid these germs iu a great measure. Tho
charm in relievingall physical and mental danger of their presence in the body (an be Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription,in conCLINTON H. COOK. Milk Street, Boston.
" TMI
18 CHCAPI8T."
distress. It quickly expels all blood impuri- imagined when their rapid Increase is con- junction with that of the Discorery, speedily
HOOD’S
NARSAPAKILLA.
saw mills.
tlea It makes the old feel young* and sidered A few genus may lie readily ab- restoresthe healthy functions and aasists iu
Sold by druggists. |t : six for $5. Prepared only by
buoyant It imparts health, strength and sorbed into the system by breathing air' con- building up and invigoratingthe system.
Dorse Povrn I
CloierBnllen
C. I. HOOD 4 CO., Apothecaries,l/)well. Mass.
In any case where the bowels’ have been
vigor to every part of the body. Ask your taining them. They arc thus drawn into the
(Suited to all sections.I WrlteforFHCrtIllutAVunkM
costive
and
are
not
regulated
and
acted
upinterior of the body through the long and
druggist to get it for you.
u.d Price* to TJ»« AultraauA Taylor Co., Uousiteld, Ohio.
Nothing Like |t.
narrow respiratorypassages of the throat, on sufficiently by the mild laxative properNo medicine ha* ever been known no effectual In the
chest and nose, which are lined with soft ties possessed by the Golden Medical DiscovUnfortunate Fat Folks.
membrane and covered with sticky mucus. ery. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets cure of all thow disease*arinin* from an impure con- ant'*, widow* and children are enUtled. Millions apThe idea is that because one is fat lie In this fluid they find ready lodgment and (little liver pills), taken in small dosc.i of on- dition of the blood aa Sopvifl’a SampnrilLaor Blood proprlated.Fen >10. lucre a*e pensions,bounty, back
au<l liver Syrup for the cure of Scrofula, White Swdlnay and honorable dlschaiyesprocured. NEW LAM 8.
must necessarily be a fool, for to have no favorableconditions for development,in- ly one or two each day, will aid materially iiU’**. KhciiniuU*m. Pimple*. Blotched,Erupttotifl,Ve- Hrud
lamp for Ihatnicfionsand teunty table. N. w.
crease and growth. The “cold" or cuturrh, iii establishinghealthy fiction,and in expellPiTii.itiuLDA Co., Attorneys.B01 ttB.W ashing ton, DjO.
will power is about the same. I have
ozsena or chronic catarrh, hay fever, etc., ing the disease-producing genus from the nerealSore* and niw-a* 8, Comnimption, Goitre, Bolin.
always thought “fat folks” an unfortu- arc common manifestationsof the effects of blood and system.
Cancer*, and all kindred diacBM i. It purifies the rtyxAt the risk of repetitionand by way of reuu, bri&#s color to tho rheek* and restoreatbeanfnate class, for they are considered well, one of the least harmful of these germs or
when, perhaps, they have been sick for tnirrozymes. In the. discharges from the re- capitulation,we may truthfully say that ferer to a normal conditionof health and vigor. ’
Medical Discover)- cures all humors,
>l<
spiratorypassages at such times thousands Golden
It in averted that tho ordinary ConmeUc* used by
days, and their only consolation is, they of the living animalculae are found The from the worst ccrofulato a common blotch,
add* are productive of Cfcat Inleotdtf.We believe
For portlcolAawrite to
are beginnig to look delicate and inter- fever, debility, pains “In the bones, ’’ loss of pimple or eruption.Erysipelas,salt rheum, thi* 1* so, and that a better means of securing abeautlfever-sores,
scaly
or
rough
skin,
In
short,
all
Reed's
Temple of Music,
esting, when somo one says, “You look appetite etc-. are indications of their deful complexion iNtotiHCHorae
good blood medicine like
diseases caused by disorutegerms in the ScoyIU'h Blood and Liver H>rup wlih-h cleauseHtbu
pressing effects upon tho vital organ-.
as well as ever;” and you never meet a
blood and {fivespermanentbeauty to the skin,
It is from germs of slower development, blood, arc conqueredby this powerful, purifriend or acquaintance without being however, that the <n-entest danger follows. fying and invigoratingmedicine. Great eatNkrvous Headaclie, Nonralgts,Ncrvoiu Debility md
told, "How fat you are!” “You don’t To the one most fully described by Koch is ing ulcers rapidly heal under its benign in- all undue weaknesses are promptly cured by Allen’*
fluence.
Especially
has
it
manifested
its
Bruin
Food ; |t pkg.. 6 for M. At druggists and at Aldue
more
deaths
than
to
any
other
known
lose any flesh,” or “How much longer
potency in curing ‘ tetter, rose rash, boils, kn's Pharmacy, 315 Find Ave.N. Y.
are you going to grow?” as if yon cause. According to the researches of (.’ut- carbuncles, sore eyes, scrofulous sores and
standing bar* b*« eon*. IlrtML
i«rarfsl
ter, Flint and Dkjerixe over eight million
didn’t know it all, and very likely had people die every year from this cause alone. swellings, wlyte swellings,goitwt or thick
kept away from the looking-glassall The animal deaths in France. England, Ger- neck and eularged glauda ,
“The blood ls thqilfe.” J^ioroughly cleanse
you could, hoping to forget the fact ; many and Russia from their destruction was
over one and a half millions. In the United this fountain of health by uslu&GoluenModand jnst as you are nicely interested in States and Canada over three hundred thou- leal Discovery, and good digestion,u fair
HOLDERS OF CERTIFICATES SeY,
conversation,you have to be brought sand persons perished In the last year from skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength and
soundness
of
constitution
are
established
down by, "Are you still gaining all the the bacillw alone. The most-commondistheir certificate* to Use underelxned, on the underConsumption,which is scrofulous disease
atandinythathealiall receive Mp«r cent, of the amount
time?”" Then you are expected to be ease resultingfrom it is consumptionof the
wliieli.at hi* nwnooat, he may Be able to collect thereof
the
lungs
Induced
by
the
deadly
disease
lungs, but other organs of the body are liaimposed upon ; “fat folks are always ble to be affectedas they develop slowly but gem bartlm, IS promptly and positively
on. naid certificate* to be returned reaasljnipflla cm*
of failure to collect,are rennested to forward their eertfoqthnatured.”
fact is, they (urely in any organ that may be in a weak arrested and cureobjrtmi sovereign remedy,
tlAcutcN at onoe. duly assigned, to WABUKN M.
BROWN. Room 29, no Washington Bt„ Chicago,Dl.
If taken jbef ore tl>e last stages of the disease
are not all alike. Some afe amiable, or unhealthy state.
If active and healthy, the liver, kidneys are reached. From ite wonderful power
some sharp and cross (as you can see
and bowels have to a wonderful extent the over Jhis terribly fatal disease, when first
by this letter),some brilliant and some power of expelling these deadly animaleulu) offering this now world Tamed rtmedv to
PjT allak^Fpia EOT mr ,
flat, and why they should all lie classed or parasitesfrom the system And this fact the putetoDw Fnmcr thought-.f«vorablyof
In
tho
inquiry^
Which
is tho
cret Serrlce. A true^.
calling
<
Jt
hfr^“poh8umpUon
cure,”
but
together is more than I can see.-— Cor. furnishes an imjiortant indication for the
history of the •’spy^^^
host
Liniment
for
and
successfultreatment of all the long list of abandoned that name as too restrictive for a
*y stern" cf the U. 8.
The HouhcIioUL
Army doting the war
maladies caused by these pora-ltesos will he medjcffie’tlflitTram' ffo'woaderfulcombinaJteasU—
this
is tho answer, attion of germ-destroying, an well as tonic, or
shown.
»F TH.E raEUII!N
“Trere is no place like borne”— nn- hereinafter
tested by two generations : tho
Toe sturilee of Lanosca,an eminent Ital- Strengthefiln*,agteiBttve. or blood -cleansing,
"war see rets" kevkr nKyon rtrtiJiRKP rrofueelyllJmtratcd.thrilllngly Interesting.sell* w*ry rapidly,VenJ
less it is some nice young girl’s home, ian, and Wood, Format) and others are inter- anti-biHous, 'oiuretffi, pectoral and nutritive
MUttfANti LINI- for lllostratedcircular and special terms. AddrcreA. O.
when the old folks are at class meeting esting, os showing the large varietyof chronNKTTLET0NAOO..S? N.CUrk It.. CklMge. IU.
reason Is simic diseasesas heretofore classified, that reand the match-box is empty.
[ A LeadlnffLondon Phyo^
sult from these germs. Among the most for all'cbMnlc diseases of the liver, blood,
ple. It penetrates erory aore,
lelmn eoiaMMleo mi
common were “liver complaint.” biliousness
'
Free to All Ministers of Churches.
wound,
or
lameness,
to
tho
Ufllce inNcvr Y or If j ^
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, hate
or torpid liver, dvspcpsiaor indigestion, luug
for Um Caro of "'
I will pend one bottle of White Wine of Tar
very bone, and drives out all
affections, baronenitis,kidney diseases, chron- sallow color of skin, or yellowishbrown
Ryrup, gratis, to anv minister that will re- ic diarrhea, spinal complaint, fever-sores, roots on face or body, frequent headache pr
KPIITCPTIO
F3T6.
Inflammatory and morbid matcommend Jt to his friends after giving it a white swellings, hip-jointdisease,rheuma- dizziness, bad taste in month, Internalheat
fJtomAmJaumalcfXcdiLiu,
fair test, and it proves satisfactory for
ter. It “goes to the root” of
fir. Ab. VAs^elo (late of London), who makse a spetism, malarial diseases,such as fever and or chills, alternated with hot flashes, Idw
clalty of Epllopey, U* withoutdonbt trostod am) cured
coughs, colds, throat or lung diseases.
the tronble, and never fails to
ague or intermittent fever, general and spiritsand gloomy forebodings, irregular
moTo cases thin ao, other living physician 01s tncrei.
Respectfully,Dr. C. D. Warner,
has simply been aatonl.hlng; we Bare beard of csms od
nervous debilities, female weaknesses, appetite,and tongue coated, you are suffercure In double quick time.
ever *0 rear*’ standingsnecerefnlly cared br him. He
Reading, Mich.
chronic catarrh of the head 6r ozama, many ing from indigestion,dyspepsia and torpid
ha* puMlshrd » work on this disease,which be seude
Bold by all druggists.
with a large bottleofhls wonderfulear* free to say tnf.
forms of unhealthy dischargesfrom internal liver or ‘•blliousnova”In many coses onlv
for or who may send their esprors and P. O. Addrese Wo
part of these symptoms are experienced
edvis* any one wUMuc aenns to eddrees _ ^
When a Russian is too lazy to scratch for organs, and all the various scrofulous affec- As a remedy for all such cases Dr. Pierce’s
___ ---Dr.iJAMmitULl,><».WJobnBt,Ncw
Wk.
tions of the skin, glands, hones. Joints, etc.,
a living l\o lias himself arrested for a Niincluding consumption, which is but tcrofu- Golden Medical Discovery has no equal as it
No.
0-83.
C.N.U.
effects perfect and radical curea
lous diseaseof the lungs.
For weak langs, spitting of blood, short
In tills large catalogue of apparentiv wideHow can yoq remain a sufferer from dysWRITING TO ADTEKTIfiERS.
V* plenrei nay you law the odvorUeotnoBl
pepsia when worse cases than yours are be- ly differing diseases, but really all depend- breath, consumptive night-sweats, and kinlu
tliU
puper.
ing upon a common cause, and therefore dred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. In
ing cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla? Try Ik
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BY BOB. JOHN B. IWCH.
The next

Oerifto, ADd t no slated,

if lo

reads:

Great Reduction!!!

“Bkloit, Kansas, May 21, 1882.
I have received and as yoa
require me to let yoa know what the prospect is for selling beer and wine— Answer,
none at all to bdgln a saloon, because the
temperance people will not let you sell
Yonr

letter

any.

Respectfully,

John Eberlk.”
The other letters corrobonte the

|ACT as

state*

ments of the two given . Can any sane

HIM

person doubt that prohibition is a success,

a

|

Having a large and well selected stock of Clothing, and Boots

CORRECTOR

and Shoes, which

I desire to dispose of to

make room

for

my spring

the ordinary rules of evidence are ap-

if

Apople*
Dizzijjj

plied to the testimonyoffered in the case?

goods

stock, I will sell all

in these lines, for the next thirty days, re-

The Bights of Others*

.•«

who have formed or are
forming drinking habits, whether you
have § right to go on imperiling the happiness of so many people as your downfall
I

submit to

ra?gia, Gouft
Neura
orders: tad
Stomach, Bladder and

all

gardless of cost. Give

UrKy Di^

^

B—

»

bj Mall

El. J. EC-A-iRER-Ilsr

AMfWh

MJ

U

—

You

many.

now a

are

support

to

Stand as such until the high pur-

pose of associate life as expressed in you
in the

solemn course

of nature are released from

mortal respon-

is fulfilled, and

you

-- JuBtrecelvedat--

sibilities.0 man, whenever you are about

to

lift

OF-

BOOTS & SHOES

Let no act of yours darken the sunshineof
their days.

E.

the glass think of those at home!

HEROLD,

Let the face of mother, of father, of wife,

eyes and the rising cup.

How

IN

THE NEW

people arc always ob the lookout
for changes to increasetheir
earnings, and in time become
wealthy;those who do not Im

GROCERY WISE!

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

-AND-

DRY GOODS

She Saved her Darling.

TORE

S

“I shall not feel so nervous again about
baby’s teething,” writes a grateful mother.
almost lost our darling from cholera

and elegant rtock of FINE Ladies ’and
Gentleman'sShoes, Gaiters and SI ppers.|

Allarce

infantum,but happily heard of Parker’s

A few

Ginger Tonic in time.

an occasional dose

keeps us in good

health.”— Brooklyn

Mother.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

Little Mixed-

E.

Alioa very large and assorted stock of

HEROLD.

about one of them.

Which wc* ntend to keep as complete as possi
hie embracing all the I test and best made fabrics

The Rev.

Mr.

-

at

Holland, Mich.,

Sept. 1,1880.

was one of the most

bashful men in the profession, and was

COMPETITORS

ABOVE ALL

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

constantly getting into scraps through his

nervous mistakes. At one time he rose

in

hymn, “This
world is all a floating show,” and after
clearing his throat, struck a high pitch

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

his pulpit to give out the

ughtJunninb

C.

Holland, Oct. 13th,

and began solemnly:

“This world is all a floating shoe.”
Everybody smiled except the deacons,
and the minister was covered with confusion as he began again*.

“This world is

Marvellpna Cure

all a floatingshe.”

slammed the hymn-bookdown,
and wiping his clammy brow, said
:

“Brethren, for some reason I cannot read

it,

and

we

should be read;

it

without one

as I

safest

Safest

Way.

and surest way

youthful color of the hair

!

A

j-

from

its

superior cleanliness.

sfffii

The 014 014 Story.

For years the people of

this country

have struggled to solve the puzzling question as to who struck Billy Patterson, but
they were not long in finding out the

efli

cacy of Bwayne’s Ointment for itching

This goes to show what odd
mother necessity will do. Thousands had
suffered unbearableitching,scratching
piles.

and soreness from

%ewHomeS»
SEWING MACHINE CO
(30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

CHICAGO.

piles, hut a final deter-

I

LL.-—-

)

.

ORAN GE, MASS*

mination to find a cure put them on the
people rejoice in

a

renewal of health

through Swayne’s Ointment.

A member of

Meyers. Brouwer

Congress— was recently

invited to dinner in Washington. He
says: “There wasn’t anything on the table

when I

got there but

some

forks and

spoons and. bricky-brac.Presently they

&

Co.

DEALEHS IN

FURNITURE

&

COFFINS

1 could,

though soup

la a

four times; and then come
groaned he, “chock

the soup

mighty poor din-

ner to invite a feller to. So I

dinner I ever see,

all

and

full of

was

on

finest

I

set,"

there

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
;RAt»t MARK The Great Kn-TBAOl H
Remedy.

oat iutojhe still and silent night.

"”0*

TMtliluSiwa

Illinois.

Prompt attention given

to repairing.

STinXT No trouble to show goods.

XEfF YORK, 1883.

Watches and

Clocks,

sold below Gtand Rapids prices.

ME A CALL

.

GIVE

WYKHUYSEN.
1882.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM.

Kremers & Songs,

^

^

l

(SaS*3*

—

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

(tot

Gmcsx Tome.
of the lungs, stomach.Dowets, Diooa

Term* to Moil Subscriber*.
The severaleditions of Tea Sun are sent by

or

m

you can be cured by Parker'sGracxx Tonic.
If you are wasting away from age, diaiwrinttor
any disease or weakness and require a atimula*t taka
Ginger Tonic at once ; it will invigorateand build
you up from tha firstdoaa but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives it may amre yours.
H1SCOX * CO., tu WilliamSi., Nnr Tart (Or.
•M Mlar ilma, si aU 4aal«n W RMdMaM.
GREAT SATING 1UTING DOUAR SIZE.

Having purchased the

entire stock

and

&

we

mall, postpaid, as follows:

DAILY-55

cents a month,

with Sunday edition

47.T

t6.50 a

yw; “good will" of

T.

E. Annis

Co.,

te;

HUNDAY-KIcbt pages
* year.
will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
WEEKLY— $1 /ear. Bight pages of the best
epsr
matter of the dsTly Issues; an Agricultural De
and honest competition,a share of the
a

Takin&

No. HKl Main Street, Butlaio. N.
Ilollandby lleber Walsh. 32-lv

Drugs, Medicines,

GINGERTONIC
*

dressing THE GRAY MBDICINR 00
For Sale in

.

THE

£0.,

STEEL PENS.

Ifyou art a lawyer,minisleror burnt in
hausttd by mental attain ar anxious cam do nat
taka iatoxkadag stimulants,but use Paturt

Diseasestua; rotlow as aseqnence
of Self Abuse; as

lode. Pain in tae Back, Dimness of Vlalon.Pre
nature Old Age, and many other Diseases tha
lend to Insanityor Consumption and a Prema
after turning inside out the pockets of the
tare Grave.
£<y*Fuli particular* In onr pamphlet, which we
slumbering molder of public opinion, his
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
heart was deeply touched, and he took off Specific MedicineIs sold hr all drug* 1st at $1 per
hi* overcoat, hung it over a chair-back package, or six package* for 15. or will he sent
free hv mail on receipt of the money, by sd

with the editor’s apparel and stole softly

Will

More people have read Tub Sun during the
Stone in the Bind- year just now passing than ever before since it
was first printed. No other newspaper published

If you art a mechanic or firmer, ween out with
overwork,or a mother run down by CsmDyorhousahold dutws try Pabkm's Gwqu Tome.

torrhea, Impotency, and *11

soup!"

A burolar broke Into the bouse of an
Oregon editor. After prowling from
room to room in search of booty, and

BERKSHIRE SWINE.

on this side of the earth has been nought and read
in any year by so many men and women.
We are credibly informed that people buy, read
From the PUtt field l Mast.) EaaU.
and like Thh Sun for the following reasons, among
Stone in the Bladder is a very dangerousailment ; others:
H.
bntjjlkny most remarkablecures have of late been
Becauseits news columns present In attractive
Holland. Mich., July 30,
34-lr
wrought by “Kennedy's Favorite Remedy”— the form and with the greatest possible accuracy whatInvention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout.N. Y. An- ever has interest for humankind: the events, the
other striking case is now added to the list. Mr. deeds and misdeeds,the wisdom, the philosophy.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter the notable folly,the solid sense, the improving
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubled with nonsense—all the news of the busiest world
Idatpreat pre
MERIDEN, CONN.
bladder complaintfor 14 years, and had consulted sent revolving In space.
at differenttimes seven physicians;but nothing
Because people have learned that in Its remarks
beyond temporary allaymentof the pain liari been concerningpersons and affairsThe Sun makes a
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr. practice of telling them the exact truth to the best
Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the of Its abilitythree hundred and sixty-fivedays in
doctor ‘•struckstone.” Me decided that Mr. Law- the year, before election as well as after, ahont the
ler should first try the “FavoriteRemedy." so as. whales as well as ahont the small fish, in the face
if possible, to avoid an operation. And here is the of dissent ns plainly and fearlesslyas when supremarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The ported by general approval. Thk Sun has absoluLadies' Scissors and Ink Erasers.
dav after I came home I passed two gravel stones, tely no purposesto serve, save the Informationof
Makoallitylciof
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to its readers and the futbcrance of the common good.
seethe stones I will send them to yon.” This letBecause it is everybody’s newspaper. No man Is
ter bears date “Dslton.Mass., Feb. 6th,” and is so humble thatTuBSuN Is Indifferentto his welfare
signed “Peter Lawler.” The atones, which are so and his rights. No man is so rich that it can allow We show cut of Patent Adjustable Quill Action Reservoir Pen
lamplegroiion
receiptof $large as to warrant for “Kennedy’s Favorite Reme- Injusticeto be done him. No man, do association “TheAcmei,,Rndwffl
dy" the claim that it is the moat successful s^eci of men, Is powerful enongh to be exemptt from
fron the
fle for 8t«»neyet discovered, are now in Dr. Ken- strict application of its principles of right and
nedy's possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also wrong.
.
. ......
states
th at the ‘‘Favorite Remedy” at the same
Because In politics it has fought for a dozen
time cured him of a stnborncase of Rheumatism ; years, withoutintermission and sometimes almost
the trade,
and it is a fact that In all cffection*arising ont of alone among newspapers, the fight that has reloo.
disorder of ihellver or urinary organs it Is a search- sulted In the recent overwhelming popular verdict
ing remedy and works marvellousbenefits.It is against Robcsonismand for honest goverment.
in itself almost a medicine chest. Order it of yonr No matter what party Is In power, Tub 8un stands
druggist. Price $1.00 a bottie.
and will continne to stand like a rock for the interests of the people against the ambition of bosses,
the encroaenmeutsof monopolists, and the dishonest schemes of public robbers.
All this is what we are told almost daily by our
friends. One man bolds that Tub Sun is the best
Young Men and Women will not only save monreligions newspaper ever published, becanso its ey but valuable time in the future by attending the
Tha Best, Cleanestand
ChristianityIs undiluted with cant. Another holds Grand Rapids Business College, where they will
moat EconomicalHair
that It is the best Republican newspapor printed, receive a Thorough, Quickening,Practical educa/resstng.
beranseit has already whipped half of the rascals tion. Send for College
85-3m.
lerernnitoEBton
bnt of that party, and is proceeding againstthe
youthful color to grey
other half with nndlminishcdvigor. A third be50c and $ 1 sixes at
lieves it to be the beat magaxlne of generalliterature In existence, because Its readers miss nothing
worthy of notice that Is current- in the world of
fltntla (Utgie.
thought 80 every friend of Tna Bun discovers
one of Its many 'sides that appeals with particular
" — T
V
torcc to bis individual liking.
_
dealers inIf yon already know TAB Bun, you will observe
that In 1888 it Is a little better than ever before. If
you do not already know Tst Bun, you will find it
to he a mirror of all bnman activity,a atorebouse
of the choicest products of common sense and Imaeination, a malnstav for the cause of honest government.a sentinel tor genuine Jeffersonian Democracy, a scourage for wickednessof every specie*,
and an uncommonly good Ihveatmentfor the coming year.
4
Tu*t ttirtw
ttwinMi.

fm

glish
an unfailing cure
for seminal weak
ness, 8 perma-

helped

the

I keep a full line of Spectacles, which are the
best In the market.

PAHKER’S

1 ffOLLAVD, MICH.

brought in some soup. As I didn't see
nothing else, I thought I’d eat

etc., etc.

Journal.

same

right track, and to-day those self

Jewelry,

HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP

STANDARD POCKET CUTLERY

to restore the

Parker’s Hair Balsam, which is deservedly popular

SILENT

am,

furnished by

is

Watches, Clocks,

THE MILLER BR0S.CUTLERYC0,

flea.”

Tne
The

will

the choir will please sing the

grand old lines beginning, "Just

of

Co.,

and Impobtxbs ov

her— Large Stone* Removed by Kennedy’* Favorite Remedy.

he

hymn as

Bunns

S6-ly

nr

:

omit

1880.

SIMPLE

made matters worse, and the
unhappy man cleared his throat with tremendous force and began again

that

BOS.

NARROW ESCAPE

HEWHOME

all a shouting flow."

“This world is

STEKETEE &

%

Miller

T. L.

Bucher,

This only

Then

Maine.

Etc., Etc.

US.

DRY GOODS

men, even preachers

best of

dealer in-

great chance to make money. We want many
nren, women, boys and girls to work for ns in their
own localities. Any one can do the wortc properly
from the firststart. The business will nay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfits
furnished free. No one who engagesfails to make
money rapidly.You can devote yonr whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. Full in
formation and all that is needed aentfree.Address
STINSON & CO., Portland,
42-ly

Can now be found, not atone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,

times get “mixed," and here’s a good story

Even the

WYKHUYSEN

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
-:o:-

CALL AND SEE
A

C.

spoonfuls

loon cured baby, and

H.

iproye their opportunitiesremain In poverty. We offer a

of child, of loved one, come between your

“We

GTOUST;,

HOLLAITID, MICH.

STEW STOCK

of others as affected by yours. Your
home is now peaceful. Keep it so. Your
wife is now happy. Let not that happiness be interrupted.Your children are
growing up with an auspicious future.

a call.

I

would destroy. It is not a question of
your own condition, but of the condition

me

W***

nd 11
unequalled merit, market reports,an
went of u
erary. scientific,
and domesticIntelligence make patronageof this public.
The* WkBKLT BuN the newspaper for the farmer’s
household. To clnhs of ten with 10 , an extra
free.

m;trees

I.

W.

ENGLAND.

Publisher,

Thb Bun, N.

,

Y. City.

Physicians Prescriptions carefully

SENT FREE&SS-KS

CABH per week Ui alt, at home or tmvelinjr.
BdOhing now. Audretw, The Beverly Co., Chiuitfu
(40 to (75

Compounded.
KREMERS & BANGS.

Holland, Mich., April 19tb. 11-lv

